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Chapter 1
The need to market the systems function

☜Tt is quite impossible to be a good systems
director. The skills required are too many and too
varied. You have to be technically aware,good at
handling and managing staff, sound on general
management and financial control, excellent at
personalrelations ♥ andfinally good at sales and
marketing. No one hasall those attributes.☂ These
are the wordsof one of the systemsdirectors who
participated in this study. Howevertrue they may
be, all Foundation membersstill strive to be good
systems directors ♥ or at least to be the best they
possibly can be.

Marketingis just one of the skills mentioned by
this systems director. Butit is not the least impor-
tant. In fact, among the members of the Butler
Cox Foundation, the subject of this report evoked
an almost uniform response. As Figure 1.1 shows,
the majority (94 per cent) of those who responded
to the questionnaire sent out at the beginning of
the research believe that there is a need to market
 

Figure 1.1 Most Foundation membersbelieve the
main need is to market both the systems
function andits services

% of
respondents

 
(Source: Survey of Foundation members)   
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the systems department or its services. There is
also general agreement about the difficulty of
performing this task. Even so, we believe that
most members do not fully appreciate the real
need to market the systems function, nor have
they fully recognised the problemsthat will have
to be faced.

Before exploring the need and problems in more
detail, it is instructive to examine the responses
from the small number of members whodissented
from the majority view. One of them was Neder-
landse Dagblad Unie (NDU) in the Netherlands.
This company publishes the daily Algemene Dag-
blad and the leading quality evening newspaper
in the country, the NRC. Mr Henk Ter Meer,
NDU☂s systemsdirector, told us that the role of
the systems function in the company wasasclear-
ly defined as that of any other function (finance,
for example) and that marketing effort simply
represented an unnecessary and unjustified addi-
tional cost in providing the service ♥ which in any
case eithersells itself on its merits or fails to do
so. He also told us that there would be moral
objections in NDU to marketing the systems func-
tion. He described suchactivities as ☁☜☁evil☂☂. ☁The
need to market a service means that you are
hiding a weakness.☂☂ This attitude vividly
illustrates that the systems department☂s percep-
tions of marketing usually reflect those of the
parent organisation. Publishers of quality news-
papers are probably morelikely to believe that a
good productsells itself; marketing is perceived
as something that is required only for down-
market goods and services.

Several other organisations also expressed the
view that a properly managed systems function
sells itself and requires no additional promotion.
However,one of the companies that responded in
this way was a British travel company in which
the systems function has been, to our certain
knowledge, marketed with the utmost skill and
sophistication. It may well be that, just as money
is not a problem forthe rich, a conscious approach
to marketing is not necessary for those who doit
best.

  



Chapter 1 The need to market the systems function

THE PERCEIVED NEED
Our research set out to discover why so many
Foundation membersbelieve that there is a need
to market the systems function and its services.
The reasons given can be categorised as business
reasons and reasons relating to the systems
departmentitself.
BUSINESS REASONS
Weasked the questionnaire respondentsto iden-
tify the business reasons for marketing the sys-
tems function. The responsesidentified six main
business reasons for marketing the services of the
systems function. These are shownin Figure 1.2
together with their frequency of mention and im-portance rating. The most important reason, men-
tioned by 72 per cent of respondents andgiven anaverage rating of 1.7 (on a scale of 0 to 3), is toavoid missing opportunities for exploiting IT forcommercial advantage. This indicates that thereis a perceived need to educate the systems depart-ment☂s users(or, as we refer to them throughout
this report, its customers) so they can recognisethe opportunities for exploiting IT. To educate,itis first necessary to gain the attention of the in-tended learner. Marketing is seen as an effectiveway to gain the required attention.
Only slightly less important is the aim of develop-ing better systems more quickly, which was alsomentioned by 72 per cent of the respondents andwas given an overall importance rating of 1.4.The marketing aim here is to help the systems

department's customersto understand better theconstraints and difficulties experienced bysystems developmentstaff. In turn, this leads toa better workingrelationship between the depart-mentandits customers. Wefully endorse this aim;in factit is probably more importantthan its ratingsuggests. This is certainly the conclusion drawnfrom research conducted by Butler Cox☂s Produc-tivity Enhancement Programme (PEP), which nowhas a database containingdetails of several hun-dred developmentprojects.It is possible to analysethis data to identify the factors that influence theproductivity of the systems development processacross a wide range of projects. The results arevery dramatic. Whatever the significance of theinternal, technical factors that influence pro-ductivity (team organisation, use of advancedsystem-building tools, andso forth), the dominantinfluences are those concerned with customers.If customers have a better understanding of whatis involved in implementing a system,it is morelikely that high quality systems will be deliveredin realistic timescales. For example, customersaremorelikely to realise that trying to shorten thetimescale of a project even by a marginal periodcan considerably increase the developmentcost.Getting the customer to understand such fun-damentalfacts oflife is a very worthwhile market-ing objective indeed, not just for the systemsdepartment butalso for the customer.

The third business reason given by Foundationmembers for marketing the systems function is
 

Frequency
of mentionReasons (%)

Avoid missed opportunities
(increased awareness) 72

Avoid missed opportunities(more resources)
Better systems i(enabling infrastructure)
Better future systems by
controlling current systems better 21

(Source: Survey of Foundation members) 
Figure 1.2 Business reasonsfor marketing the systems function

Foundation members believe that marketing the systems function will help the business to get more value out ofIT.

 

  

  

Importancerating (on a scale of 0 to 3)
SSS| 7
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Chapter 1 The need to market the systems function

apparently more concernedwith the self-interest
of the systems department itself ♥ namely the
desire to ensure that the systems department has
sufficient resourcesto follow upall of the oppor-
tunities for exploiting IT. Over half the respon-
dents mentioned this as an important objective,
which,if accepted, would lead to more power and
resources for the systems department. Such an
objective may be regarded purely as selfish.
Nonetheless, it should not be dismissed as evi-
dence of empire building by the systems depart-
ment. If the most important marketing aim ♥
creating greater awareness amongthe customers
♥ is successfully achieved, nothing is more
destructive than failing to meet the increased ex-
pectations through a lack of resources. The two
aims thus go hand in hand.
The fourth business reason given for a marketing
policy, which was mentioned by 62 per cent of
the respondents, is to create better systems by
encouraging the provision of the necessary in-
frastructure. Again, Foundation membersrightly
perceive that without the necessary investment
in enablingfacilities such as networks, databases,
and data dictionaries the full benefits of IT
developments may not be achieved.
Thus, the four most important business reasons for
marketing the systems function and its services
given by the respondents were increasing the
awarenessof the benefits of IT, delivering better
systems in less time, increasing the systems
department☂s resourcesin order to prevent oppor-
tunities being missed, and facilitating the invest-
ment in IT infrastructure. After these, there was
a marked decline in the importance given to the
reasons offered for consideration. Ensuring bet-
ter systems in the future by controlling today☂s
systems more effectively was rated fifth in impor-
tance. However,it was mentioned by only 21 per
cent of respondents and was given an overall
importance rating of 0.4 ♥ less than a quarter of
the rating given to the most important reason.
Avoiding dependence upon outside suppliers was
mentioned by only one in seven respondents and
was given an importancerating of only 0.3.
The respondents also mentioned a wide range of
benefits subordinate to the four main ones iden-
tified above. Severalcited their belief that wider
awareness of IT in the company had a direct in-
fluence upon profitability. Others stated that
marketing could serve to improve the quality of
systemsplanningandits linkage to business plans.
There was a particularly telling comment from one
Foundation member (in the government sector)
whosaid that improved marketing of the systems
service might encourage policy makers to take
account of systems considerations earlier in the
planning and implementation processes. Many
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Foundation members would agree with this sen-
timent. Other comments suggested that marketing
could increase the realisation that the systems
department can contribute to business success.
One respondentsaid that marketing can help to
make the customers moreself-sufficient, and en-
courages them to acquire products they can use
themselves. (This comment came from a computer
supplier with an interest in expanding the
market.) And,finally, some respondentssaid that
marketing can help to attract more capable people
to work in the systems department.
SYSTEMS DEPARTMENT☂S REASONS
The responses given to the question about the
business reasons for marketing the systems func-
tion and its services were remarkably consistent.
Most respondents agreed on the most important
reasons, and these wereclearly separated from
less important matters. However, this was not the
case with the responsesto the question about the
systems department☂s own reasonsfor marketing
its services (see Figure 1.3 overleaf). The most
frequentreply to this question was mentioned by
only 50 per cent of the respondents ♥ less than
the mentions given to the fourth-most important
business reason. Moreover, no reason was given
an importancerating of more than 1.1 (on a scale
of 0 to 3).
Once again, the most important reasons were con-
cerned with what the systems departmenthas to
offer. Alerting the organisation to systemsser-
vices, stimulating the use of technology, and
promoting higher confidence in the systems
department were the most frequently mentioned
and wererated as the most important. These were
followed closely by positioning the role of the
systems function. Matching the demandsforser-
vice to supply, competing with other suppliers,
seeking increased investment, and expanding the
role of the department were all perceived as
subordinate reasons.It is difficult to dissent from
these priorities. We believe, however,that two of
the reasons are more important than most mem-
bers believe they are. The aim of positioning the
systems function wasonly thefifth in frequency
of mention and importance. The aim of competing
with other suppliers of systems services was rated
even lower. We now consider the relevance of
these two aims, which webelieve may be greater
than the responses suggest.
Positioning the systems function
The responsesgiven to our survey mirror both the
preoccupations of the current generation of
systemsdirectors and also the experiencesof their
own organisations. Most Foundation members
believe that the systems function is becoming
moresignificant to organisational performance ♥
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Frequency
of mention

Reasons (%)
Alert organisation to systems services 50

 

 

Promote/build confidence in the
systems function

Position role of the systems function
to whatit should be 
Compete with other suppliers

 

Maintain/extend role of the systemsfunction

(Source: Survey of Foundation members)

SSSES|

Figure 1.3 Systems department☂s reasons for marketing itself

Foundation members market to promote rather than compete or expand.

Importancerating (on a scale of 0 to 3)

 

 
that it is now more closely related to those thingsan enterprise must do wellif it is to survive andprosper, and less restricted to the field of ad-ministration and record keeping. Managers atevery level of the organisation also recognise theincreased importance of the systems function,although ourfindings in anearlier report (Report58, Senior ManagementITEducation) show thatsuch awarenessis never uniform throughout theranks. In short, the attempts made by systemspro-fessionals and the IT industry over the past 30years havefinally borne fruit ♥ top managementis listening andis at last aware that the systemsdirector has a messageofvital importance. Thereare, however, implications arising from thischangein the importanceof the systems functionthat notall systems directors fully appreciate, ornecessarily agree with.
Some systems directors have indicated throughtheir responses to our survey and in personal in-terviews a deep belief that the increased statusof the systems function in the eyes of managementin itself makes necessary a new marketing ap-proach. Theybelieve that the systems departmentmust adopt a morecreative role, must exerciseleadership, must set the pace for development, 

and should not simply wait to be asked to meetneeds defined by its customers. The terminologyvaries, but the messageis the same. In the judge-ment of these members,the transition from theold-fashioned, inward-looking, technology-driven,systems department ofthe past to the confident,outward-looking, business-seeking department ofthe future is quite inexorable. They see it asanatural consequence of the maturing process ofthe computing and communications professions.
Other membersaresceptical. Theysee thetidesof fashion in management philosophy ebbing andflowing, sometimes favouring strong centralcontrol and sometimeslocal autonomy. They seedifferent management philosophies prevalent indifferent companies. They believe there is nonorm,only the ever-present needto position thesystems departmentso that it matches the prevail-ing corporate culture, to swim with the stream notagainst it. On this issue, we believe the evidencejustifies our taking a firm and unequivocal stand.
Our view is that the current interest in usingmarketing techniques to help position the systemsfunction within the organisation is not a tem-porary phenomenon.It reflects a real changein
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Chapter 1 The need to market the systems function

the expectations of most customers in most
organisations. Shifting fashion will neithersilence
nor deflect these expectations in the nearfuture.
During the research for this report we met several
systemsdirectors whohad, in effect, used market-
ing techniques to position the systems function,
although, interestingly, several of them had not
recognised that this was what they were doing.
One such organisation was BMW in Germany.
BMW hasall the usual components of a highly
professional marketing activity, including cus-
tomerresearch andanalysis of car owners☂ needs.
Butit does not referto this activity as ☁marketing☂.
Just as NDU publishes an upmarket newspaper
and regards with some distaste the efforts of
inferior products to seize market share by false
allure, so BMW☂s philosophy centres on the per-
ceived quality of its motor cars. If the productis
right, leave glamorous promises to those whose
products need them. The same philosophy per-
vades BMW☂s systems department: get the service
right and it sells itself.
But does this philosophy truly run counter to the
marketing approach? In our view, getting the
service right and ensuring that customers know
that it is right are in themselves marketing actions
of a very high order. Perhaps BMW and NDU are
examplesin action of Drucker☂s assertion (which
is cited in Chapter 2) that ☁☁marketing . . . is the
whole business☂☂.
Combating competitive threats
In an earlier Foundation Report (Competitive-Edge
Applications: Myths and Reality) and in a very
different context, we cited the work of Michael
Porter. Our aim then was to help the systems
department carry out the competitive analysis
required to identify opportunities for competitive-
edge systems. But the sameanalysis can be applied
to the systems departmentitself to identify its own
competitive threats.
Porter argues that any enterprise faces com-
petitive challenges from more than just its
traditionalrivals. Although they are often referred
to generally as ☁the competition☂, traditional rivals
form thefirst, but not the only, class of potential
competitors. Porter suggests that the way to
identify other sources of competition is to examine
the added-value chainin the particular industry,
the chain that stretches from the providers of raw
materials to the consumers of finished goods.
Porter argues that by identifying the points in the
chain where valueis added andbyidentifying the
boundaries between the participants in the pro-
cess, it is possible to identify four further classes
of competitor. First, there are the organisation☂s
suppliers, who are seekingto increase their share
of the total available added-value at your expense,
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to charge higherprices, or to deliver less value.
(In Porter☂s simplest analysis, a zero-sum gameis
assumed; what one participant gains, another
must lose.) Computer suppliers, for example,
sometimes adopt a ☁bypass☂ strategy, where they
create a direct link between themselves and the
systems department☂s customers. This type of
strategy was prevalent in the 1970s when
minicomputer suppliers sold their products direct
to user departments.

The second class of competitor is the organisa-
tion☂s customers, who are conversely seeking to
reduceits added-value by payingless for more.In
the case of the systems department,its customers
may seek to forge links directly with computer
suppliers, thereby bypassing the ☁middleman☂(the
systems department). An example of this type
of competition was foundin the early 1980s when
user departments acquired their own business
microcomputers from distributors and retail
outlets.

Thethird class is that of innovators, who are seek-
ing to replace the organisation☂s traditional pro-
ducts with substitutes of their own.In the 1970s,
for example, scientific-computing bureaux sold
timesharing services, typically based on APL or
modelling packages, direct to the systems depart-
ment☂s customers.
The fourth and last ♥ makingfive classes of com-
petitor in all including traditional rivals ♥ is the
class of newcomersto the marketplace, companies
that diversify into the organisation☂s line of
business. An example of this type of competition
for the systems department is provided by the
third-party network operators that are now offer-
ing a wide range of value-added networkservices.

Porter☂s analysis is therefore relevant to the
systems department in most organisations. In most
cases, the systems department traditionally re-
gardeditself as a monopoly supplier ♥ not just the
dominantsupplier of systems and expertise, but
the one and only supplier. Sometimesthis status
was even mandated by the organisation☂s policies.
Often, such an arrangementled to bitter disputes
over pricing and whether the systems department
was providing value for money. (The subject of
charging for systems services is dealt with in
Chapters 3 and 5 and is coveredin detail in the
appendix.) Whilst the systems department acted
as a monopoly supplier, the suppliers of computer
products and services were forced into a com-
pliant role, because the department wastheir one
and only point of access to the prospective
customer. During this stage of the systems depart-
ment☂s evolution, the host organisation☂s manage-
ment lacked the confidence to deal direct with

  



Chapter 1 The need to market the systems function

vendors and needed the protection provided by
the systems department in case anything went
wrong.
This situation led to the cosy market structure that
was prevalent throughout the 1970s. Today, how-
ever, that structure has been shattered for ever.
The systems director now faces many rivals ♥
organisations that are seeking to enlarge at his
or her expensetheir share of the total available
added-value in the IT market. Some of these
newly arrived competitorsfit neatly into Porter☂s
categories of threat; others less well. Quite
alarmingly, one such development hasactually
created two new classes of competitive threat ♥from IT suppliers and from business managers.
The once compliant computer manufacturers nowhave their eyes on greaterprizes. First they areeager to encourage the spread of so-called end-user computing,in order to enlargetheircircle ofpotential customers and escape from ☁border-post☂checking by the systems department. ☁☁There aremanyinfluential people in a customer organisa-tion,☝☂ says an internal briefing document produc-ed by one computer vendor for its sales staff,☜other than the head of systems, whose atti-tude towards computer technology and [ourcompany] can dramatically affect the salesopportunities for you.☝
Amongthe questionsthesales staff are promptedto ask themselves are these:
♥ ☜Do they [the senior, non-IT managers] knowhow to identify applications that theirbusiness can exploit to bottom-line advan-tage?☂☂
♥ ☜Do they find it hard to justify to themselvesthe current or planned spend on IT?☝☂
♥ ☁Would they know what is the ☁right☂spend?☂☂
♥ ☁Are they concerned that their increasingdependence on computing is a risk ratherthan a blessing?☂☂
♥ ☜Do they know whatit is reasonable to ex-pect of a modern IT department?☝☂
♥ ☜Do they view their achievements in termsof what their competitors are doing with com-puting and the possible business advantagesand/or disadvantages?☝
♥ ☜Would they know how to judge the com-petence of their computer department?☝☂
♥ ☁Do they know how to judge if the structureand reportinglevel of their computer depart-ment are appropriate to the enterprise?☝☂
♥ ☜Do they know how to judge if their mix ofcentralised and decentralised computing

powerserves the business in the best waypossible today?☝
☜Senior managers,☂☂ the briefing document con-tinues, ☁☁often appear negative or even hostile tocomputing simply because no one has ever helpedthem set reasonable and considered expectationsor given them yardsticks by which they can ap-praise their company☂s achievements. .. . In thesecircumstances both you and your prime contact,the headofIT,findit difficult to launch sales cam-paigns or drive through newinitiatives.☝☂
The message from this briefing documentis clear:the evolution of the IT industry has unleashed notone but twotigers ♥ one the vendors with theirlow estimateofthe status of the systemsdirectorand their burningdesire to influence directly thewielders of corporate power;the other the verysame managers to whom the vendors wish to ad-dress their claims. Both are keen to occupy partsof the systemsdirector☂s territory. The vendorsaim not just to impress senior managers but toshow them how tofix the budget, how to iden-tify applications, how to undertake competitiveanalysis in IT achievements, and finally (and mostsignificantly) how to appraise the work of thesystems department.
The range of products available to those who wereformerly the customers of the monopolisticsystems departmentis growing rapidly. Personalcomputers are just one element of this changingsituation. Today, vendors are placing moresalesemphasis on ☁departmental systems☂, in the hopethat at least someof thesewill bypass the systemsfunction and be authorised directly by divisionalmanagers. Computer companies like IBM,specialist facilities-management companies suchas EDS,large systems houses, and even the con-sulting divisions of accounting firms are now of-fering to take over and run data centres andnetworksof any andeverysize. ☜Throughfacili-ties management,☝ writes the Hoskyns Group (amajor UK systems house), ☁☁we takefull respon-sibility for the managementofall or a major partof our customer☂s data processing or managementservices function ♥ usually as a transfer of under-taking ♥ employing the existing staff, buying ortaking overthe lease on the computers and run-ning the whole installation on the customer☂spremises or ours.☂☂

Thus, Michael Porter☂s analysis is very accuratein respect of the computer department☂s suppliersand customers: both can now clearly be seen ascompetitive threats. Those seeking to provide asubstitute for the services of the systems depart-ment include the traditional facilities-managementsuppliersin all their guises. The new entrants maybe the formerly unthreatening audit firm, who (it
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Chapter 1 The need to market the systems function

transpires) may well havefacilities-management
sales staff ready to step in as the senior audit part-
ner discusses with the board the question of the
computer department,its costs and achievements.
These comments are not intended to be an adverse
criticism on the sales and marketing policies of
such companies. Given the circumstances, they
are the obvious tactics for vendors of IT services
to pursue. They would be foolish not to do so.
Rather, our comments are intended to highlight
an obviousfactoflife for the systemsdirector. The
greater prominencegiven to the systems function
in recent yearsis a long overduerecognition of the
importance of the function.It is to be welcomed,
because it raises the level of discourse about
systems within the enterprise, involves top
management in decision making about systems
policy, and creates greater opportunities for
developments of fundamental importance. On the
reverse side of the coin, there is greater risk.
Because the systems director has greater in-
fluence, more people wish to usurp it. Because the
prizes are greater, so are the penalties.
Weissue this blunt warning to our members. Com-
puter vendors, facilities-management companies,
and other organisations are after yourterritory.
If you try to maintain the inward-looking, tech-
nology-driven culture of the past, you will surely
fail. If you ignore the competitive threats from
your suppliers, from your customers, from inno-
vators, from new entrants, and from substitute
services, then you will also fail. If you decide to

do battle with IBM and EDSandtheotherplayers
in the facilities-management marketplace,fighting
them inch by inch and trench by trench, then
beware. Their resourcesare great.Is it not better
to examine whatthey offer and see how it can be
fitted into your strategy? Are there not battles
they can fight on yourbehalf, rather than against
you?

THE PERCEIVED PROBLEMS
Our survey results showed that most of the
respondents believe there is a requirement to
market the systems function and its services. We
concur with this view, although, as we explained
above, webelieve there are even morepressing
reasons for a marketing approach thanthose that
are considered to be most important by systems
directors.
Our survey also sought to identify the problems
that systems departments will face as they try to
adopt a more market-oriented approach to pro-
viding services within their own organisations.
The responses showedthat the lack of marketing
orientation amongstaff in the systems department
was perceived as being the most important problem,
mentioned by over four-fifths of the respondents
(see Figure 1.4). This is a very significant finding.
Separate anddistinct are the two related questions
of skills and understanding among systemsstaff,
both of whichare rightly perceived as remediable
if the basic attitude towards marketing is right.
Only a minority of respondents considered that
 

Frequency
of mention

Problems (%)
Systemsstaff do not have marketing
attitude or outlook 81
es ee

   

eo
Systems function does not understand
how to marketoe

ees (Source: Survey of Foundation members)

Figure 1.4 The main problems faced in marketing the systemsfunction

The main problem is perceived to be the nonmarketing attitude of systemsstaff.

ET1.9

 
*Other included ☁no resources☂ and ☁marketing is of low priority☂

Importance rating (on a scale of 0 to 3)
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Chapter 1 The need to market the systems function

the difficulties of securing agreement to spend
money on marketing the systems function, or of
making such marketing activities acceptable to the
host organisation, were serious obstacles.
Figure 1.4illustrates that, again, there was general
agreement about the problems to be faced. Butthere was manifest disagreement at the moredetailed level about what sort of marketing ac-tivities should be undertaken, and what the real
aim of such actions should be.
Our assessment of the research findings is thatmany of these disagreements arise from the lackof an agreed definition of marketing. We examin-ed a total of 28 case histories during our research.In every case, the understanding of what market-ing involved was subtly different ♥ and invariablyshaped by the experience of the respondent and(of supreme importance) the respondent☂s organi-sation. In organisations where relations betweenthe systems department and its customers havebeen problematic, improved customerrelations isseen as the key marketing objective. In caseswhere organisational problems have been ex-perienced, structural reform is seen as the mainaim. This reaction is both understandable anddesirable, since it serves to focus attention whereit matters. We provide our own definition ofmarketing in Chapter 2.
We said earlier that many systems directorsbelieve that a main marketing aim is to positionthe systems function in a more favourable way.But how is the optimum position to be deter-mined? The optimum positioning of the systemsfunction within the host organisation dependsupon its placement on the two axes shown inFigure 1.5. The vertical axis depicts the state ofthe workingrelationship between the departmentand its customers, which may vary between goodand bad.The desirable position to occupyon thisaxis is obvious. The horizontal axis, however,showsthe degree of leadership or responsivenessthat the systems function providesto its internalcustomers. On the left of the scale, the systemsdepartment simply reacts to the demandsofitscustomers. On the right, it seeks to lead them,inbusiness termsas well as on technical matters. Ourresearch suggests that the optimum position on thehorizontal axis depends on how willing thecustomersare to beled. In turn,this depends onthe characterof the host organisation. In a mono-lithic, centralised business the systems depart-ment maybe an integral part of the all-powerfulcentral functions. In a fragmented business withplenty of autonomyat the level of operating divi-sions, leadership from the centre is counterto thecorporate culture. Attemptsto act in a dictatorialfashionin such organisations have accounted forthe career of more than a few systemsdirectors.

Ourresearchhasestablished oneotherfact oflifeabout the two axes shownin Figure 1.5. Energyor momentum developed along oneaxis is nottransferable to the other.If the basic positioningof the systems department on the horizontalaxisis wrong, no amountof effort to improve customerrelations will makeit right; only structural reformwill achieve that. And efforts to achieve structuralreform do not necessarily translate into improv-ed customerrelations. The two variablesare in-dependent. Efforts to optimise them must becoordinated, but not confused. Napoleon cate-gorised his generals as either being lazy orenergetic, and stupid or intelligent. The greatestdanger came from those who were both stupid andenergetic. Nothing is sadder than the spectacle ofa systems departmentstriving to improveits rela-tions with its customers whenits basic position-ing is wrong.Itisstill all too common for a passivesystems departmentto continue to respondto thepressuresof its customerslike a leaf ina stream,when whatis really requiredis firm leadership.It is less commontoday than a decade ago to finda systems department that seeks by overselling toimpose doctrinaire theories on a resistant hostorganisation. But both still do occur; both aredisastrous; both are curable. The formulation ofthe correct marketing policy is the way to avoidor escape from these contrasting dangers.
 

Figure 1.5 Positioning of the systems function withinthe host organisation

The optimum position of the systems function (the point ofequilibrium) depends on its position on two axes ♥ onerepresents the degree to whichit respondsto the business orleadsit, and the other representsthe state Ofits relationship withits customers.
Good customer
Ppetonshipsse

Systems 1 2 Systemsdepartment departmentresponds leads    

  a

1 Is a possible point of equilibrium in a decentralised,diversified organisation.
2 Isa possible pointof equilibrium ina monopolistic, centralisedorganisation.
3 ls a dangerouslack of equilibrium in a diversified organisa-tion, and possibly dangerousin a centralised organisation♥ leadingto criticisms of inertia and introversion.
4 Is a dangerouslackof equilibrium in a centralised organisa-tion, and possibly disastrous in a decentralised structure ♥leadingto criticisms of arroganceand technical obsession.   
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Chapter 1 The need to market the systems function

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT
The responses to the questionnaire distributed at
the beginning of the research showedclearly that
Foundation membersbelieve there is a growing
requirement to market the systems function and
its services. They also showedthat there is general
agreement about the problems that a market-
oriented approach will bring, but less agreement
about the detailed activities that have to be
carried out. This confusion arises largely from the
various interpretations given to the term
☁marketing☂.
The purpose of this report is therefore to help
systems directors understand better what is
involved in adopting a marketing approach, and
to provide advice about planning and implement-
ing a marketing policy for the systems function.
In Chapter 2 wefirst define what we mean by the
term ☁marketing☂, and then describe the basic
concepts and principles defined by the marketing
experts. The chapter also relates the definition,
concepts, and principles to the work of the
systems function.

Chapter 3 reports on the progress that Foundation
members are making with adopting a marketing
approach. Although most systemsdirectors realise
that marketing will be an important skill, few
departments have progressed beyond the early
stagesof practising marketing. A few have made
substantial progress, however, and their experiences
are presented in some detail.
Chapters 4 and 5 show how a systemsdirector can
adopt a more systematic approach to marketing.
As Chapter 4 explains, the problems for systems
directors are not unique ♥ there is now a
substantial body of knowledge about how to
market intangible products such as services. The
report concludes in Chapter 5 with advice about
how first to construct a marketing plan for the
systems department and then to implementit.
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An important element of the marketing mix is the
pricing policy adopted. Many Foundation mem-
bers asked us to investigate this subject in the
context of providing systems services. Our find-
ings are set out in the appendix at the end of the
report.

BASIS FOR OUR CONCLUSIONS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The research for this report was carried out in the
first half of 1988. We have already mentioned the
initial questionnaire sent to all Foundation mem-
bers, to which 131 responses were received. We
also conducted a programmeof face-to-face and
telephone interviews with user organisations, IT
suppliers, and marketing experts. Our aim was to
gather a wide spectrum of views, ranging from
systems departments that consciously and actively
market their services to those that claim that the
whole concept of marketing is alien to their
corporate culture. The supplier interviews sought
the views both of major mainframe and mini-
computer suppliers and of suppliers of personal
computers. In addition, we reviewed published
material, particularly that relating to the market-
ing of services and ☁intangible☂ products. (Articles,
papers, and books that may be of interest to
Foundation membersarelisted in the bibliography.)
Wealso drew on experiences gained from Butler
Cox☂s consultancy work, particularly in the areas
of systems management and user needs surveys.
The report waswritten by David Butler, chairman
of Butler Cox. Other members of the research
team included Tony Brewer, director of the UK
Foundation, Mary Cockcroft, a principal consultant
with Butler Cox in London, Fred Heys, Butler
Cox☂s research director, and the Foundation
managers throughout Europe and Australia.
Several of the team havefirst-hand experience as
marketers, having previously worked in the
marketing functions of IT vendors or in market-
research firms.



Chapter 2
Significance of the marketing approach

Karly in the research werealised that there is noclear understanding amongst systems directorsabout whatis meant by marketing.In this chapterwefirst define marketing as we use the term in thisreport, and then set out the basic concepts and prin-ciples as described by the marketing experts. Thechapter concludes by assessing the implications andsignificance of ourdefinition and the concepts forthe systems function.

DEFINITION OF MARKETING
Because the term ☁marketing☂ means differentthings to different systems directors, we devotedtime and effort to producing a definition ofmarketing, consulting both the published works ofthe accepted marketing experts and sometimesin-terviewing the experts themselves,
Weencountered manydefinitions of marketing.Some of them seem to be biased more towards asocial analysis. (For example, Philip Kotler in hisbookMarketingManagementdefines marketing as☜a social process by whichindividuals and groupsobtain what they need and want through creat-ing and exchanging products and value withothers ...☂☂.) nourview,this definition is too broadto be useful; it applies just as well to the barter ofgoods amongprimitivetribes as to the work of thesystemsdirector. Other definitions are descriptivebut not prescriptive ♥ they tell you what youshould do, but not how to doit. A typical definitionof this typeis that ☜Marketing is getting the rightgoodsandservices to the right people at the rightplace at the right time at the right price with theright communication and promotion☂. While sucha definition hasa healthyring of practicality aboutit, it is short on methodology. How are thesedesirable goals to be achieved? We took the viewthat a useful definition of marketing for Foundationmembersneeds to be fairly specific and orientedtowards managementtasks.It should imply not on-ly what needs to be done, but wherethe focus ofaction should be.

Anydefinition, unlessit is quite meaningless, runsthe risk of being too narrow or too broad. If thedefinition of marketing is too narrow, implying
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somespecific rangeof sales-related actions,it willmiss the point.If itis too broad,it may be acceptedby everyone but never usefully interpreted orapplied. Ourdefinition of marketingis as follows:
☜Marketing is the deliberate management of thewhole relationship between a supplier ofgoods andservices and its customers. ☂☂
Webelievethat ourdefinition has one particularlyuseful attribute, namely its implicationsfor staffand its relevance to the problem of attitude (whichFoundation members rated as the most important).Ourdefinition implies that marketing embracesallaspects ofthe supplier/customer relationship. Fromthis, it follows inescapably that there is no one inthe systems department ♥ whetherin operations,development, sales, or wherever ♥ who doesnotshare in the marketing role. Our research suggeststhat perceivingmarketingasa responsibility sharedby everyonein the systems departmentis both validand useful. Indeed, such a perception helps tostimulate a full-scale review of attitudes and beliefsat every levelin the systems function. The reviewwillidentify the attributes and skills lacking in mostsystemsstaff, but which are required before thesystems department can truly adopt a marketingapproach.

Inorderto discussthe attributes andskills required,we need, however,to go beyond our deliberatelysimple definition of marketing because to gain anunderstandingof the requiredskills is likely to bethe first step towards acquiring them. According-ly, we now providea brief summary of the basicconcepts ofmodern marketing. Laterin the report(in Chapters 4 and 5), we relate the conceptsto thetasks of the systemsdirectors. Readers whoarealready conversant with marketing concepts andideas may prefer to move straight to Chapter 3.

CONCEPTS OF THE MARKETING APPROACH
Peter Drucker,oneof the most respected authorson managementtheory, maintains that marketingwas invented in Japan around 1650, by thefirstmemberof the Mitsui family whosettled in Tokyoand openedthe world☂sfirst departmentstore. Two
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Chapter 2 Significance of the marketing approach

centuries later, Cyrus H McCormickofthe Interna-
tional Harvester Company invented not only a
mechanical harvester but manyof the techniques
of modern marketing, including market research
and market analysis, the concept of market stan-
ding, pricing policies, the service salesman,after-
sales service, and credit facilities. In the early
20th century, marketing began to be taught in
universities, and marketing departments(initially
called commercial research departments and
regarded as mere adjunctsto thesales office) began
to be established.
According to Drucker, marketing is so important
that it either does not or should not exist as a
separate function. ☁☁Marketing is so basic,☂☂ he
writes, ☁☁that it cannot be considered a separate
function... Itis the whole business, seen from the
point of view of its final result, that is, from the
customer☂s point of view.☝☂
Management textbooks present a fairly uniform
analysis of the core marketing concepts. They
describe marketing as a process that begins by
focusing on customers☂ needs, wants, and demands,
and then moveson to define the productsthatwill

satisfy the needs, and to determine how customers
choose amongthe various competing products that
could satisfy the needs. Marketingis also concerned
with how the parties in a business transaction
exchange goods andservices and withtherelation-
ships betweentheparties.It is also concerned with
the flow of information from and to customers.
However,Philip Kotler and others emphasise that
there is a common misunderstanding about the
purpose of marketing. The task of the marketing
manageris often seen as simply to concentrate on
augmenting demandfor the company☂s products.
DIFFERENT TYPES OF DEMAND
Nonetheless, an understanding of the likely
demandfor the organisation☂s products and ser-
vices is an important element of the marketing
approach. Kotler describes no fewer than eight
broadclassifications of market demand ♥ negative
demand, no demand, latent demand, falling
demand,irregular demand,full demand,overfull
demand, and unwholesome demand. Examples of
the different types of demand are given in
Figure 2.1. Systems directors may care to see which
types correspond mostclosely to the demand for
 
Figure 2.1 Eight broad classifications of market demand

     
  
    
  
    

  

Type of demand Characteristics Examples Marketing aim
Negative Customers have anactivedislike Dentaltreatment; gall-bladder To change consumers☂ percep-

for the productandwill pay a operations. tions about the product ♥ for
price to avoidit. example to persuade them that

dental treatmentis better than
having noteeth.

Nodemand

Latent Demandexists for products that To measure the market and
are not available. develop productsthat exploit

the latent demand.
Falling 7 or he rea

:=

 

Spasmodic demand,varying with
time of day or seasonof the year.

Irregular To smooth demandbycreative
pricing and communication
policies.

      a
Overfull More customers than can be Golden Gate Bridge in San To demarket by persuading a

handled. Francisco. carefully calculated and con-
trolled segmentof customers to
go away.

Unwholesome   (Source: P Kotler, Marketing Management)
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Chapter 2 Significance of the marketing approach

the services they provide. It is interesting tospeculate whether,in those organisations that toldus that marketing the systems function was inap-propriate, the demandfor systemsservicesis la-tent, full, negative ♥ or even unwholesome. Thetype of demand not only determines the optimumpositioning of the systems department (seeFigure 1.5), it also determines the objectives ofthemarketing policy. This in turn determines which ofthe basic marketing approachesto follow.
Depending on the type of demand, the marketingpolicy may be concerned with stimulating, main-taining, or reducing the demand. An importantfactor in regulating demand, and therefore animportant elementofthe marketingpolicy,is oftenthe charging policy adopted for the goodsandser-vices. In Chapter 3, we describe the most commonlyused charge-back mechanisms used by systemsdepartments. The appendix containsdetailed infor-mation about rechargingin the context ofprovidingin-housesystemsservices.
DIFFERENT TYPES OF APPROACH
Traditionally, there were three types ofmarketingapproach ♥ the production approach,the productapproach,and the selling approach. The productionapproach assumesthat the most important buyingcriterion for consumersis the price ofthe product.This approach can be summarised by the phrase☜pile it high andsell it cheap.☝☂
The product approach assumes that buyers arelooking for quality, performance, and additionalfeatures not available with competitors☂ products,and that they will be prepared to pay more for ahigh-grade product with ☁extras☂.

Theselling approach stems from

a

belief that con-sumers,left to their own devices,will buylittle ornothing of the company☂s output. They must becoerced into buying ♥ if necessary in the face offierce competition. This approachis adopted mostwidely in connection with ☁unsought goods☂ likeencyclopaediasandburialplots; butit is also usedfor sought goodssuch as motorcars.
These threetraditional approaches are more con-cerned withselling activities than with the moderncoricept of marketing, and therefore havelimitedapplicationin the contextof an in-house systemsfunction. However, they have led to the develop-ment of two further approaches ♥ known as themarketing and the social-marketing approaches(see Figure 2.2). These two further approachesdohaverelevance for systems directors, and each isnow described in somedetail.
The marketing approachAccording to Kotler, the marketing approach arosein the 1950s to challenge the three traditionalapproaches mentioned above. The marketingapproach requires that the needs of groups ofcustomers are analysed and understood and thatthe desired satisfactions (whether through pro-ducts or services) are delivered more efficientlyandeffectively than by competitors. There are manyfamous sayings that illustrate the marketingapproach.☁☁Make whatyou cansell instead of try-ing to sell what you can make.☝ ☜Love thecustomer, not the product.☝☂ ☁To do allin ourpowerto pack the customer☂s dollar full of value, quality,and satisfaction.☝ Many Foundation members☂companiesare famousfortheir adherence to suchpolicies.
 Figure 2.2 Evolution of the marketing approach

Production approach || Product approach  
 

 
  

 

Focused on needsof
the supplier

 

Selling approach  
   Focused on

needsof
customers

Focused on needsof Customersand society    
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Chapter 2 Significance of the marketing approach

Perhaps the best description of the marketing
approach comes from Theodore Levitt, head of
marketing at the Harvard Business School: ☁☁Sell-
ing focuses on the needsofthe seller; marketing on
the needsofthe buyer.Selling is preoccupied with
the seller☂s need to convert his product into cash;
marketing with the idéa ofmeeting the needsof the
customer by meansof the product and the whole
cluster of things associated with creating, deliver-
ing andfinally consumingit.☂☂ (Since 1960, with the
publication of his famous essay MarketingMyopia,
Levitt has been widely acknowledged as the most
prominent guru of the marketing world.)
In essence, therefore, the marketing approachis
very simple. It amounts to a dedication to the cause
of customer sovereignty. The customers (rather
than the board of directors, or the marketing
department, or the production or finance func-
tions, or the government) determine what an
organisation makesandsells. It is as simple, in fact,
as many of the ideas that good systems directors
already embrace ♥ listening to their customers,
producing the kind of systems they want rather
thanwhat the technical staff would like to produce,
and so forth. But simple as the marketing approach
is, the experts judge that very few organisations
really understand and practise marketing. Most
organisations believe that because they have a
marketing departmentthey are actually practising
marketing. In reality, however, the attention re-
mains focused on their own needs. More often than
not, the customeris regarded as a necessary evil,
an unwelcomedcritic of what is on offer. Kotler☂s
list of American companiesthatreally understand
and practise marketing includesjust 11 names, only
one of which (IBM)is in the IT industry.
Kotler has an excellent grasp ofthe difficulties in-
volved in adopting the marketing approach.In fact,
he identifies five stages (which are summarised in
Figure 2.3) in the slow evolutionary process of
learning what marketingis all about. To beginwith,
marketing is perceived as being to do with adver-
tising, sales promotion, and publicity. The next
stage is to regard marketing as being concerned
with creating a cheerful and friendly atmosphere.
Thethird stage is for the marketing effort to be
focused on innovation. Next, the main aim of
marketing is perceived as being to position the
organisation, its products and services. The final
stage of the evolution is to concentrate on analys-
ing markets and planning and controlling the
delivery of productsto satisfy the needs of those
markets.
Again,systemsdirectors should be aware ofwhere
their departments are in terms of understanding
and practising the marketing approach.
Eventhough most organisations do not fully under-
stand the concepts of the marketing approach,
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Figure 2.3 Five stagesin the evolution of
understanding the marketing approach

Stage 1 Marketing is advertising, sales promotion, and
publicity
me       e a

Stage 3

Stage 4

Stage 5 Marketing is analysis, planning, and control

(Source: P Kotler, Marketing Management)   
marketing experts believe that this approach is
gradually beingsupersededby amoreall-embracing
idea ♥ the social-marketing approach.
The social-marketing approach
Understanding the customer☂s needsis never easy.
Butin an era of decaying innercities, polluted lakes
and rivers, coronary epidemics, ageing populations
inthe developed world, and starving children in the
undeveloped world, when wesee simultaneous
famine and food mountains ♥ not to mention AIDS
♥ then a purely profit-motivated assessment of
wants and needs may be inadequate, or even
positively damaging. Kotler mentions as examples
from the United States the promotion ofunhealthy
fast foods, uneconomic motorcars, ecologically
unacceptable packaging, and detergents that
pollute rivers. Thus, the marketing approach needs
to be updated to take accountof the widersocial
context. The wants and needsof the customers
must be met☁☁in ways thatpreserve or enhance the
consumer☂s andsociety's well-being.☝

IMPLICATIONSFORTHE SYSTEMS FUNCTION
Thefirst task is to determinethelevel ofmarketing
sophistication to which the systems function should
aspire. Is it enough to aim for Kotler☂s fourth
approach? Ordoes the conceptofsocial marketing
have any relevanceto the systems function?
There are some obvioussocial issues raised by the
use of IT. The creation and destruction ofjobs are
examples. Does an employer have a duty to invest
in high-technology production methods and dis-
place a proportion of the workforce,if failure to do
so endangers the company and hence the whole of
the workforce? Such decisions have immensesocial
impact, often exacerbatedbyregional factors. Ifwe
pass over them quickly in this report, it is not
because we consider them unimportant but because
the systems departmentis likely to have only a
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Chapter 2 Significance of the marketing approach

minorvoice in them. Investmentandpolicy issueswill be dominantfactors in making such decisions.
Nevertheless, we believe that systems directorshavea ☁social marketing☂ responsibility towards
their customers because systems today can makeor break a company. When Gusvan Nievelt of theAmerican-based PIMS Program addressed Foun-dation membersin 1984 he drew aremarkable con-clusion from the research findings. Systems haveamagnifying effect on the host organisation. Effec-tive systems make good companies better, and badcompanies worse. Put another way, informationsystemsare strong medicine. The difference bet-ween the appropriate market positioning of asystemsdirector and other suppliers of goods andservicesis therefore quite fundamental.
If your companyis in the business of marketingunhealthy fast foods, you can always consoleyourself with the thought that there are millions ofcustomersin the market. Perhaps most ofthem eathealthy food most of the time and indulge them-selves once in a while. Even those who regularlyconsume your product can chooseto diet and ex-ercise,if they feel the need. The systemsdirectorhas no such consolation, however. Nearly every-thing that he or she markets is consumed byjust onecustomer.If the products cause the organisationalequivalents of bad circulation, brain damage, orheart disease, there is no escape. Thus, systemsdirectors must concern themselves not merely withthe demandforsystemsproducts but also with theireffects on the health of the host organisation. Tothat extent, the marketing horizon of the systemsfunction should be social and ecological rather thanpurely economic.
With the exception of the above, the social-marketing approach as described by Kotler istherefore not applicable to the role of the systemsdepartment. The systemsdirector should instead beaimingat a level of sophistication corresponding toKotler☂s fourth concept ♥ the marketing approach.This approach meansthat systems departmentsshould adopt a mindset that causes them to: makewhattheycan sell instead of tryingtosell what theycan make;love their customers, not the product;and doall intheir powerto pack their customers☂dollars full of value, quality, and satisfaction. Thisis the situation that most systemsdirectors aspireto, and that webelievethis report will help themattain.
There is ample evidence to suggest that mostsystems departments are not inherently biasedtowards the marketing approach, as defined byKotler and others. They tend to be preoccupiedwith the internal problemsof the department, withproblemsof technology, and with their ownstan-dards of professional accomplishment. Although
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this may sound like a blanket condemnation ofallsystemsstaff,it is certainly not intended as such.There are exceptional departments and they arebecoming more numerous. But any reader whodoubts the validity of the generalisation thatKotler☂s concept of marketing is alien to mostsystemsstaffshould study the second chapterofanearlier Foundation Report Organising theSystemsDepartment (Report 52, published in July 1986).There is ample evidencein that report to show thatmost systems departments recognise their short-comings in communicating with their customers onthe customers☂ own terms, and evidencetoo of analarming degree ofcomplacencyin the faceofthesefailings.
The responses to the survey for this report alsorevealed that, while most systems departmentslack the understanding andskills required fora truemarketing approach,it is the lack of a basic sym-pathy with marketing goals that is the greatestobstacle. Systems staff do not naturally think inmarketing termsand it is contrary to their fun-damentalinclinations to do so.
Forthis reason, systems departments tend to getstuckatthevery first stage of Kotler☂s evolutionarylearning process, perceivingmarketingjust in termsof better brochures, nice sales meetings, andcolourful presentation slides. In manycases, theyhave not even advanced to the second stage ofthinking that marketing is about smiling andcreating a friendly atmosphere. In FoundationReport 52 the most frequently cited solution fortheproblem of poor communication between thesystems departments andits customers was for thecustomers to learn more about computers. Ineffect, the message was ☁☜☁Let the customers change♥ we insystemswillnot.☂☂ This approachis notjustin conflict with the marketing approach,it is itsdirect antithesis.

Systemsdirectors should also reviewjust whatitisthe departmentis trying to market. The systemsdepartment☂s product on offer has also changedwith time. In the old days, when the departmentWas a monopolistic dispenser ofwisdom and the oneand only source ofknowledge aboutthe ☁black art☂of data processing, the product was technologyitself. The demandfor technology was(in Kotler☂sterms)either latent or negative. During this period,the marketing task was to convince scepticalmanagers that technology had some relevance totheir businessaims.
Thebattle to persuade the sceptics is now largelywon. Few managers today remain totally indifferentto what information technology can do for them, sothe marketingtask is now different. The aim nowis to define and position the role of the systemsfunction, to make sure that the department☂s
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Chapter 2 Significance of the marketing approach

customers are aware of the systems-building and
systems-integration skills that are needed to realise
the benefits of the technology. Once again, this
battle has now largely been won. Most business
managers now have a good understanding of the
needfor effective systemsskills ♥ goodidentifica-
tion of opportunities, good project management,
and good cost control.
However,it often appears to senior managers that
these skills are morelikely to be found in organisa-
tions other than their own ♥ in computer vendors,
in software houses, or among their commercial
competitors. Consider again the message of the
sales-briefing note issued by a computer vendor,
which was mentioned in Chapter 1. ☁☁Senior
managers often appear negative or even hostile to
computing simply because no onehas ever helped
them set reasonable and considered expectations
or given them yardsticks by which they can
appraise their company☂s [IT] achievements... In
these circumstances, both you and your prime
contact, the headofIT,find it difficult to launch
sales campaignsor drive through newinitiatives.☝☂
The implication of this message is that it may
profit the vendor to confirm top management☂s
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low estimate of skills in the systems depart-
ment because it enhancesthe likelihood of the
vendor☂s being selected as an alternative source of
expertise.
The way forwardis simple to state but is a massive
task to undertake.It is to embed the marketing con-
cept in a department whoseevery instinct seems to
run counterto it. The challenge is to change the
culture of the systems departmentso that it does
not market the technology or systems skills in
general. Instead, it needs to markettherole of the
department in harnessing the technology to
business needs. To many systemsdirectors the task
may appear daunting, even impossible. Our reply
is simple. Every computer manager, every analyst,
and every programmer ♥ whateverskills they may
lack ♥ has played a partin turningIT in the short
space of30 years from nothing into the world☂s most
rapidly growing industry. Surely nothingis impossi-
ble for those who have participated in this great
adventure. They just have to work out how to do
it. We providepractical advice in Chapters 4and 5.
First, though, we needto identify the stages that
systems functions have reached in marketing
themselves and their services.
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Chapter 3
Limited progress towards a marketing approach

The responses to our survey demonstrated thatmembers of the Foundation regard the adoptionof a marketing approach as a worthwhile aim, butfound considerable difficulty in understandingexactly what was involved and what the implica-tions of such an approach might be. A soundmarketing policy was perceived as an indefinablefuture benefit ♥ but a benefit of what and forwhom is less than clear.
The mere extension of existing policies ♥ simplydoing more of whatis done today ♥ is unlikely toproduce thedesired result, since relatively few ofour respondents regarded their present actions asworthyofthe title ☁marketing☂. Furthermore, veryfew organisations had progressed to a level ofactivity that corresponded fully with the defi-nition of marketing we gave in Chapter 2.Perversely enough too, some of the systemsdepartments that cameclosest to our definitionare the same onesthat strenuously deny they aredoing marketingat all.
How does it happen that the best marketingpolicies sometimesreside in departmentsthat ap-parently do no marketing? Sometimes the answerlies in the personality and style of the systemsdirector. Some people are born marketers, andpractice their skills intuitively, just as some peo-ple are born project managers. They run theirdepartmentas it seems obvious and sensible to runit ♥ and are genuinely surprised to hear them-selves described as ☁marketing☂. Without descen-ding too far into conspiracy theory, it is alsoprobably true that some systems directors are con-sciously marketing their function, but donotliketo have the fact pointed out because theircustomers are not aware of being marketingtargets. In systems as in other fields, the bestmarketing is quite invisible.
The organisations we selected for more detailedstudy are nota typicalcross-section of the surveyrespondents. Because marketing in systemsdepartments seemsto bein its infancy, we haveconcentrated our attention on those cases thatseemed to have somespecial interest or advan-tage, in the belief that all members will benefit.In this chapter we summarise the lessons of theexperience we unearthed.
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In summary, we found that the marketing ac-tivities of many systems departments are drivenby the circumstances theyfind themselvesin. Thewayin whichthe systemsfunction markets itselfhas to take account of the host organisation☂sculture. Nevertheless, we did find encouragingsigns that systems directors are increasinglyrecognising that they have to give priority to theircustomers☂ needs and are actively trying to do so.To date, though, most of the marketing activityis focused at the early stages of Kotler☂s evolu-tionary process. A few systems directors, how-ever, have unwittingly reached the later stagesand are, in effect, practising marketing as wedefinedit in the previous chapter. We expectedto find that the best systems marketers would befound in those systems departments that hadbecome independent, profit-seeking companies.Whilst there are some outstandingsuccessesin thisarea, we are forced to conclude that commercialindependenceis not the best aim for many systemsdepartments. Finally, we reviewed the ways inwhich recharging policies are being used as amarketing tool. Most systems departments havea lot to learn about the potential for using re-charges as a means of influencingtheir customers.

DRIVEN BY CIRCUMSTANCE
We found that, in manycases,it is quite impos-sible to understand the marketingposition of thesystems departmentin relation to its customerswithout understanding the marketing position ofthe host organisation. The marketing philosophyof the parent organisation communicates itself,subtly but unmistakably, to the systems depart-ment. Marketing policies for systems services areadopted not as an independent, carefully worked-outinitiative, but ratherto reflect the culture ofthe host organisation. The marketing focus inmany of the systems departments we studied isalso determined by the past history of thedepartment.

Sometimes, business pressures causea crisis in thesystems function. Sometimes, the systems depart-ment has not fully thought through its role andfunction. Sometimes the department understands
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Chapter 3 Limited progress towards a marketing approach

its role, but leaves the initiative in shaping that
role to its customers.
A vivid example is provided by Thomson GP in
France, the consumer-products division of the
Thomson group. Following a major reorganisation
of the company to reflect the management
philosophy of decentralisation and devolved
responsibility, the central systems function was
left as an organisational anomaly. Prior to the
reorganisation, the main systems development
priorities were to seek out and magnify the
similarities found in the different business units
and to reduce, or even eliminate, aspects that
were peculiar to a particular business. After the
reorganisation, this whole approach wasno longer
relevant. The difficulty was resolved only when
the director responsible for one of the two major
lines of business in the restructured company was
maderesponsible for the systems function as well.
He recognised that if the systems function is to
support the business units effectively then it has
to be part of those businesses. As a result, the
central systems function is soon to be disbanded
and six new systemsunits will be established, each
of which will be intimately involved in the busi-
nesses it will serve.
Another French company, Rhone-Poulenc, was
facing similar difficulties, but has solved them in
a different way. Rhone-Poulencis a large inter-
national companythat has changedgreatly in the
past few years. In particular,its traditional chemicals
and textiles businesses have been transformed ♥
in the case of textiles, largely abandoned. The
management philosophy is to devolve as much
responsibility as possible to the profit-centre level,
but with overall central planning and control.
Systemsservices are provided centrally, with the
global systems function, which employs 1,300
staff, reporting to the Executive Committee.

The problem faced by Rhone-Poulenc was that the
role of the systems function was not clearly
defined and, as a consequence,theallocation of
systems resources appeared to user departments
to be determined by factors not relevantto their
needs. This problem has been overcome by making
the allocation of resourcesajoint systems and user
responsibility. Rnéne-Poulenc believes that doing
this has removed the need for the systems
function to carry out explicit marketing activities.
The whole process is controlled by the Systems
Policy Committee, which is chaired by the
Executive Committee memberresponsible for the
systems function. This means that senior manage-
ment is now deeply involved in formulating
systems policy ♥ the Executive Committee now
spends much more time on considering systems
plans that it ever did before.
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Other organisations are facing very different types
of changing circumstances. For example, the
systems department in SAS ♥ the Scandinavian
Airline System ♥ realises that the marketforits
services is changing, and is having to adapt the
way it conducts its business as a result. The remit
of the departmentis to develop and support the
use of systems throughout the organisation,
whateverits needs. At present, almost 95 per cent
of total systems expenditure within the airline
goes through the hands of the systems depart-
ment. However,as the operating divisions acquire
their own systems expertise and invest in more
PCs, the volume of business passing through the
department by 1993 is expected to reduce to
approximately 65 per cent of the total.
The task of the 15-strong marketing group in the
systems department at SAS is to promote the
products of the department in the new com-
petitive environment. In the terms of Kotler☂s
analysis, the departmentis managing a declining
internal market, knowing that it is bound to
account for a lower percentage of SAS☂s total
systems expenditure. However, it believes that
increased external business will more than com-
pensate for the loss of in-house business.
On the other side of the world, the systems
department in another airline (Qantas) is also
facing a major change in the way it conductsits
business. This time, the changed circumstances
stem from a business decision bythe airline☂s senior
managementto establish the systems department
as a separate business ♥ the main aim being to
make the systems department moreresponsive to
the needsof the airline. In addition, however,
Qantasis likely to be in a better position to make
a competitive response to the successful and
profitable travel-booking systems that have been
developed on the back of major USairline reser-
vation systems. The plans to establish Qantek ♥
Qantas Information Technology Limited ♥ are
described overleaf in more detail in Figure 3.1.
However, it is not just commercial organisations
that have to change the basis on which systems
services are provided. In the United Kingdom,
local-governmentauthorities are now required to
put out a range of services to competitive
tendering, which meansthat the internal systems
department must demonstrate for every project
that it is delivering value for money.If it does not,
it will lose the business. The systems department
at Surrey County Council, for example, will soon
haveto facethis challenge, and realisesthatit will
have to adopt the appropriate marketing approach
to enable it to compete effectively.
Hitherto, local-authority systems departments
have usually been regardedas highly centralised,
somewhat bureaucratic, and very introspective.
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Chapter 3 Limited progress towards a marketing approach

 Figure 3.1 Business decisions can change the wayinwhich systemsservices are provided

QANTAS AIRWAYS
Qantasis Australia☂s national airline on internationalroutes.Ithas sales revenue of A$3 billion ($2.4 billion) and employs 16,000staff worldwide.Its budgetfor the centralised systems serviceis close to A$100 million ($80 million) and 450 staff work in the.systems function. We interviewed Mrlan Riddell and Mr lanBrown,respectively the directorof information systems andhisstrategies director.
In 1984, Qantas concludedthatit was not using IT to the bestadvantage, and that the systems function could serve themanagement and the company☂s products better than it had.Since then, progress has been made in improving seniormanagers☂ understanding of the true potential of IT for thecompany. External consultants recommended that each of themajordivisions ♥ marketing, operations, and corporate/financialmanagement ♥ should establish its own information technologymanagerposition to act as the catalystfor better exploitation ofIT. But a much moreradical change is now planned. At theinstigation ofthe airline's senior management, a new subsidiarynamed Qantek ♥ Qantas Information Technology Limited ♥has beenestablished to meetall the airline☂s needsfor IT.
New contractual arrangements will also be introduced, withinternal customers paying the full economic price for systemsservices. The airline will also ensure that each division is fullyaccountable for its systems expenditure, to ensure that valuefor moneyis achieved. A newclient-services division has beenformed ♥ marketing in everything but name. Qantekwill breakOut of the old-style, passive, responsive mode andwill activelySell the benefits of IT to the airline☂s divisions. The main taskwillbeto managethe expectationsof the Qantas management, whomay have unrealistic short-term expectations from the newarrangements.
The client-services division will be a key factor in the successof Qantek.Atfirst, fewer than 10 People will work in this unit,but they will be thetrailblazers and door-openersfor the restof Qantek.Initially, Qantek will focus exclusively onthe task ofserving and satisfying its customers in Qantas. It will have aninitial advantagein relation to competitive systems suppliers,becauseit will havefirst option onall developmentprojects forthe first two years. Givenits knowledge ofthe business andControlof the communications network, Qantekis confident thatNOW,andin thefuture,it can respond to competitive threats andoffer the best deal.
Qantekwill continue to market softwareto otherairlines. If Qantekeventually marketsto otherindustries,it will be through a joint-venture company, QadrantInternational, formed with the DMRGroup of Canada. 
  
The new businessclimate resulting from the needfor competitive tendering means that they arehaving to change very quickly to a more com-mercial andoutward-looking view of the world.Marketing is a key skill ♥ perhapsthe keyskill ♥in makingthis transition successfully. The aimsand plans of the systems department at SurreyCounty Council are reviewed in more detail inFigure 3.2.

PUTTING THE CUSTOMERFIRST
The above examples show that some systemsdepartmentsare being forced by circumstances toadopt a more market-oriented approach. Amongthe marketing gurus there is unanimity on onepoint; the hallmark of a marketing organisation is
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Figure 3.2 Changing circumstances can force thesystems departmentto adopt a marketingapproach

SURREY COUNTY COUNCIL
Surrey County Council provides local governmentservices tothe attractive dormitory zones situated to the south west ofLondon. The authority employs 20,000 people and has arevenue budget of £400 million ($680 million). The systemsdepartment employs 150 staff and has a budget of £5.5 million($9.4 million).
Central governmentis encouraging a more competitive climate,in local government ♥ indeed, a range of services now haveto be putout to competitive tenders. Becauseofthis newclimatethe systems department now has io demonstrate thatit isdelivering value for money in everything that it does. Thedepartmentis concerned thatit should respondeffectively tothe challenge,notjustfor selfish reasons,but because piecemealsubcontracting of systems could easily create chaos and coulddamagethe authority☂s ability to manageits own affairs.The marketing efforts made to date include the publication ofnewsletters, one concerned with major systems and one withPCs. A brochure advertising the facilities Provided by thecomputer centreis also planned. Preparing for competition, thedepartment now names anindividual on each major project whowill be responsible for communicating with the prospectiveCustomers. All systemsstaff are also being encouragedto takea higherprofile with their customers. Like manylocalauthorities,Surrey is also movingto

a

total charge-outpolicy. Expenditurelevels will be agreed with the finance department, and thesystemsfunction will be run virtually as a zero-cost centre.The overall aims are to make customers more widely aware ofwhatIT can dofor them, and in particular to present anattractiverange of productoptionsto the different customers. Somewillneed major new systems, others will wantto belinked to thecounty network, others will just want PC support. Surveys ofCustomerattitudes are also being undertaken.
The systems department's own competitive analysis showsthatithas the advantages of knowing the organisation andits workingmethods, of price advantage in most instances, and of theexisting infrastructure ♥ especially the network. In the morecommercial environment generated by competitive tendering,the department would like to achieve a balanced portfolio ofinternal and external work: indeed commercial prudence dictatesthat it should. Butit is very realistic about the problems ofmarketing systemsservices to commercial concerns.It is moreOptimistic aboutselling Capacity to otherlocal authorities, whichit feels well placed to undertake.
With these aimsin mind,the systems departmentis soon to makeuse of a consultant whose task will be to identify ways ofdeveloping and extending the marketing policies of thedepartment. One short-term problem that needsattentionis thebalancingofprices. At presentthepricing policy is not sufficientlysophisticated andis regarded by somecustomers asunfair. AllCharge-backis based on standard Costinginline with estimatedexpense,whichis likely to remain the basis for the foreseeablefuture. 
 

the value thatit places on its customers. Such anorganisation puts the values and needs of itscustomers aboveits own. Moreover, the expertsagree that the least reliable guide to judgingwhetheran organisation truly subscribes to thisphilosophyis the rhetoric of the organisation. Mostbusinessesprofessthis virtue; hardly anypractiseit.
This is perhaps the hardest lesson of all for asystems departmentto learn. The technicalorigins
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Chapter 3 Limited progress towards a marketing approach

of the department meanthatit all too easily lapses
into a mood of confident indifference to the
customers☂ needs. The underlyingattitude is that
customers know nothing of what systems are
really about. Hence, the widely different views
held by the department and its customers about
the importance of systems priorities. We were
therefore very encouragedto find that some of the
organisations we studied were setting out on the
long, hard road towards a genuine appreciation of
customers☂ needs, and were making genuine
attempts to put their customers first.

For example, in the Netherlands the systems
department of Aegon, the country☂s secondlargest
insurance company,has explicitly recognised the
need to take accountof its customers☂ needs and
has taken steps to do this. Mr Nick Schriever,
manager of Marketing Services and Accounts
Managementin the systems department, told us
that the aim of the departmentis to have ☁☜☁happy
users☂. (This corresponds with Kotler☂s stage 2 in
the understanding of marketing.) Mr Schriever☂s
groupis, in effect, the marketing departmentfor
the systems department.

Interestingly, Aegon was driven to adopt a
marketing approach by the complications ofits
owninternal structure. The computer department
has been organised for many years into two
independent operating units, one concerned with
development and one with operations. This struc-
ture created problemsofliaison for the customers,
since borderline problems arose. The response to
this difficulty (reached in 1986) was to create a
help desk, wherein lay the origins of the market-
ing group as a specific entity in Aegon.

Thegroupis very small at present ♥ only two full-
time staff out of 350. Its tasks are to create a
positive atmosphere about the work of the
department ♥ an exercise in ☁☁hearts and minds☝
♥ to find ways to improve the service of the
department, to enhance communication with cus-
tomers, and (most interesting and difficult) to
regulate demand.

Another organisation that has been making a
determined effort to understand the needsofits
IT customersis the systems function in oneof the
largest UK government departments. For the past
two years, the systems function within the
department has been explicitly marketing its
services. The marketing programmehas involved
the appointment of account managers and the
publication of promotionalliterature, including a
guide to systems services. Thus, a twin-track
policy is being pursued, with strategic moves like
the account-managementinitiative and tactical
steps such as promotionalliterature.
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Like many systems departments, the department☂s
systems function recognised that there were short-
comings in the ways in which it communicated
with IT customers. This was confirmed by an
internal survey, which proposed the adoption of
a consistent house style, a clear and systematic
way of responding to customer inquiries, and
better packaging of products and services
emanating from the group ♥ in short to make the
relationship with the customers moreprofessional.
It took 18 months to agree the content of the
resulting promotionalliterature, which illustrates
a point found in other organisations. The
preparation of promotionalliterature demandsfar
more managementtime andattention than atfirst
seemslikely.
It is hoped that the promotional literature will help
solve the most serious problem faced by the
department☂s systems function ♥ the lack of a
clear-cut strategy for the use of IT (such as a
commercial organisation might moreeasily evolve)
and the difficulty ofjustifying projects in a climate
where cost-reduction is the only certain route to
success.
Other examples of systems departments taking
active steps to improve communications with their
customers were found in Beiersdorf AG and
Schering AG in Germany. Beiersdorf is a
consumer-products company with 16,000
employees and annualsales of DM 3 billion ($1.66
billion), of which nearly half is outside Germany.
Its central systems budget totals DM 42 million
($23 million). The central systems department
provides several training courses for its customers
♥ including five on PC applications, an intro-
duction to systems, and a top-managementcourse
on IT trends and opportunities. In addition, there
are workshops introducing new personal-com-
puting software. These workshopsare opentoall
staff and also provide an opportunity for indi-
viduals to exchange information. The courses and
workshopsare of a high standard and have been
well attended. The intention is to extend the PC-
applications course by inviting customers who
have successful implementations to describe their
experience to the rest. The department recognises
that the more freedom customers have to choose
their ownsolutions, the more active the systems
function must be in supporting and guiding them.

There has also been a recent change in the emphasis
of the relationship between the department and
its customers. In the past, the department was
the main source of ideas, approaching the divisions
to try to interest them in possible develop-
ments. Today, the customerdivisions much more
frequently take the initiative and present ideas to
the systems function for evaluation and appraisal.
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The systems function must therefore be more:deeply involved in the policies of the business,because it has to regulate the responses to theseinitiatives.
Beiersdorf is clearly an example of the manysystems departments in a transitional stage bet-weenthe conventional, large-systems methods ofthe past and the more adventurous world wherethe customers do morefor themselves and in moreand moreinstances set their own developmentpace. Like other systems departmentsin a similarphase, Beiersdorf☂s will seek to manage the paceof change. It will not seek to impose on thecustomer more responsibility than the customeris equippedororganised to support.Its convictionthat marketing will be an important area ofactivity from now onis an encouraging sign.
Schering, a pharmaceutical company employingsome 24,000 staff worldwide,is at a similar stageof development. It is among those Foundationmembers that believe marketing is an essentialactivity for the systems function, but as yet hasnot embraced a proper marketing policy. Theclosest that the commercial computing unit inSchering comes to overt marketing action isthrough the activities of two support groupsdesigned to work with and solve the problems ofspecific groups of customers. Thefirst group sup-ports current users of systems, andjust respondsto requests for help. The second group, the ap-plications development group, has a wider remit.It is intended to act as the architect and unifierof group-wide systems. To this end, the unit con-ducts surveys ofits customer base to try to iden-tify future needs.
At present, there is no separate focus formarketing activities and hence no distinct budget.However, Schering believes that marketing willplay an importantrolein the future of the systemsdepartment, although such actions receive a lowpriority now because of the pressure of the ex- |isting workload. Perhaps Schering will need tofollow the path already taken by certain othercompanies interviewedforthis report. It may takea particular problem, onelarge enough to attractthe attention of top management, to forcemarketing issuesto the top of the systems agenda.
PROGRESSIN PRACTISING THEMARKETING APPROACH
We mentionedearlier that Aegon has reached thesecond of the five stages in understanding andpractising marketing (the ☁happy users☂ stage).This was typical of manyof the organisations weinterviewed for this report. Moreover, many ofthem were unclear about howto progress beyondthis stage. This is hardly surprising, given theintangible nature of systemsservices.
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AsLevitt explains, customers cannot touch,feel,or taste systems services before they decide to buythem. Success in marketing such products isknownto be very dependent upon the style of theproviding organisation. The way the systemsdepartment projects itself to its customers istherefore very important. Having effective salesliterature and the right approach correspond tothe two most elementary levels in the evolutionof practising the marketing approach. Never-theless, we must make the obvious point that ifthe systems department offers scruffy, ill-pre-pared documents and surly representatives,all ofits more sophisticated marketinginitiatives will beto no avail.
One area in which systems departments couldmake an immediate improvementis in the pre-paration and presentation of the documentsdescribingtheir strategic plans. How often do suchdocuments contain several hundred pagesoftotal-ly unreadable detailed technical information con-cerned with software architectures and the like?Instead, they should be perceived as an oppor-tunity to sell the departmentandits aims to therest of the organisation. At least one Foundationmember has grasped this nettle; the systemsdepartment☂s strategic planis set out in a 20-pagedocument ♥ it even contains some cartoons.
Again, we werepleased to find that, among theorganisations we interviewed, there were someexcellent examples of promotional material. Oneof the best we saw was the newsletter producedby ICI Australia☂sinformation centre. One pagefrom this newsletter is reproduced (by kind per-mission ofICI) as Figure 3.3. Another good exam-ple was the guidance booklet published by theUnilever Computing and Communications Groupin London, a sample page of which is shown inFigure 3.4. The interesting point about thesepublicationsis that their effectiveness as market-ing communicationstools depends more ontheircontent than on lavish presentation. Neither ofthese organisations had spent vast sumson print-ing. Indeed, thereis evidence that over-elaboratepresentation can cast the systems department inthe role of spendthrift.
Otherorganisationsuse different methodsfor pro-moting the systems departmentandits services.In the United Kingdom, for example, the York-shire Water Authority has used a promotionalvideo to inform the department☂s customers of theprogress being made with the implementation ofa major new project. The video is used both toinform a wide audience aboutthe aimsof the pro-ject and to train those who will operate thesystem.
Having seen the video, we can vouch for thefact that it is well made, convincing, and very
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economical in its approach ♥ excluding the cost
of the staff involved,it cost just £17,000 to make.
The main aim of the video wasto ensure fast and
trouble-free implementation of the project. A new
video has now been produced, covering a wider
range of the systems department☂s activities.
Again, the aim is to secure better use of the
department's services and increased benefits for
the customers.

Interestingly, the systems department at York-
shire Water does not regard itself as overtly
marketing itself or its services. Yet, as in other
cases,it is doing an effective marketing job. The
experience of this public utility also illustrates
another general point from our case histories ♥
the value of choosing one extremely important
project as the vehicle for changing the way the
systems department communicates with its
customers.

Anotherorganisation that has chosen this approach
is Group Spie-Batignolles, a major French general
contractor and asset-management companyspecialis-
ing in electricity and nuclear energy, construction,

engineering projects, pipelines, and estate
management.In this case, the shop-windowpro-
ject is the wiring for the group☂s new headquarters
building. This project is regarded as a powerful
marketing tool, both internally and externally.
Daily parties of visitors tour the facility and there
is considerable press interest in the project.
Brochuresandvideo presentationsare also used.
The systems department in Spie-Batignolles has
also launched a videotex information service,
which containsdetails about the department and
its services.

THE MARKETING APPROACH IN ACTION
So far in this chapter we have emphasised that
most of the systems departments we met with dur-
ing the research were at an early stage in the
evolution of understanding and practising
marketing. A few, however, had progressed to the
stage where they were, in effect, practising
marketing as we defined it in the previous
chapter. Two organisations particularly impress-
ed us ♥ BMW in Germany, whose experiences
 

Figure 3.3 Sample page from ICI Australia☂s
information centre newsletter

Figure 3.4 Sample page from Unilever☂s computer
security guidelines
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Wementionedina previousissue oftheTIC ☁Newsletterthe6 danger of breaching Australia☂s copyrightlaws by the
4 unauthorised copying of computer software.

Sixteen software companies have recently committedlarge sums of money to settingupthe Federation AgainstSoftware Theft (FAST). They have declared war onSoftwarepirates, pledgingto eradicate them in the next sixmonths.
Theanti-piracy campaign will kickoffwith a $50,000 advertising campaign and willbe followed by a mailstiotto thechief executives of Australia's top 500 companies,remindingthem that the corporate penalty for copyrightinfringementis $250,000.
If youuse asoftware package on a PC at workitis yourresponsibility toensure thatitis being usedlegitimately. Whenusing a Packageyou are effectively agreeing toabide by thelicence agreements in force. These usually state that copies, other thanforbackup purposes, are expressly forbidden andthatthe package can only be used☁onone machine at any time. If you suspect that you are not using a legitimate copythen check

-

if you do nothave a manualfor the package there is a chance that youare using a copy. It is in yourinterests to check this out.
Don☂t forget- itis the user ofthe software, not ICI, whois responsibleforit: ☁and couldface prosecution for using anillegal copy.

DON'T BE A WALLY!  
APPENDIX A

Security and Data Protection tor Personal Computers
= Problems and opportunities!

Micro computers are becoming commonplace either as stand-alone machines oras intelligent terminals giving access to distributed systems. They bring with themparticular concems relating to security because most of the users will not be☁computer professionals and few will have received specific computer secutitytraining. In addition widespread leisure use of ☜home computers☝ can lead tosecurity considerations being overlooked. The advent of data protectionlegislation in some countries now makes security a legal requirement rather thansimply a business option,
= Responsibility

Responsibility forthe implementation and enforcement of security controls shouldbe givento the user department. Accountability for the security of specific☁equipmentshould be formally designated to anindividual whoin tum would beadministratively responsible for controlling usage. Satisfactory complianceis onlyachieved whencontrols and procedures are seen as a personal responsibilty
= Physical Security

Micro computers and their associated peripherals, such as printers, are☁susceptible to a variety of accidental and intentional threats.
Check thesafety of the operating environment. In offices this is usually noproblem although good housekeeping is important; smoking canseriously damage your PC and diskettes, so oan sticky fingers and spiltcoffee. Fire extinguishers ofappropriate type should be to hand andstaff trained in their use. In factories high temperature, excessivehumidity, atmospheric pollution, dust or vibration may pose dangers,Specially designed machines are available for use in aggressivesurroundings.
☁Check precautions against theft. Serial numbers should be recorded. Wherepossible machines should be secured to desk tops, and/or fitted withkeylocks to prevent removal of contents, which are often more valuablethanthe system unit itself. Portable items should bestored in lockedcabinets.
Check access to machines and systems is restricted, especially micros withhard disks containing sensitive data. Stop unauthorised use byensuring that the micro is supplied with a lock and password controls.Ensure unattended machines are not left switched on or even worselogged on, especially during meal breaks or at the end of the day,
Check electric supply requirements of your micro. You may need to takeprecautions against over or under voltage or line ☜noise. Do notoverload circuits with several personal computers.
Check manufacturers instructions, when moving a machine to prevent damageto sensitive components such as hard disks; and for necessary cleaningand maintenance.        
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were mentionedearlier in Chapter 1, and ECGD,the UK government-owned export reinsurancebusiness. Again, the interesting point about bothof these organisations is that neither of thembelievesthatit is explicitly marketing the systemsdepartment and its services. The ECGD case isdescribed in some detail below because it is oneof the best examples we found of the marketingapproach in action in a systems department.
ECGD (originally an abbreviation for ExportCredits Guarantee Department) covers exportersagainst the risk of nonpayment. Its systemsdepartment employs 170 staff, or 10 per cent ofthe total headcount.Its annual budgetis current-ly &7 million in revenue, and is growing quickly.The demand for computing facilities is growing ataround 100 per cent per annum. Terminal pene-tration is one per three employees, moving rapidlytowardsonein two. Thus the systems departmentis operating in a growth market. We interviewedECGD☂sDirector of Information and Risk Manage-ment, Mr Geoff Codd.
Mr Codd expressed an initial qualm about thewhole concept of ☁marketing☂ internal systemsser-vices. He sees himself as a memberof the organisa-tion, working with his colleagues towards agreedaims. Nevertheless, he would accept that sinceoneof the objectives of marketing is to benefit thecustomer,it is a fair description of what systemsdirectors try to achieve.
In his view, thefirst task of the systems depart-ment involves self-analysis to determine itsstrengths and weaknesses. How can strengths beexploited and weaknesses remedied to create ☁☁asound operating position☂☂. This task correspondsto what other members called ☜increasing thecredibility of the systems function☂. Once thesound basis has been established, it can be usedas a platform for launching specific initiatives.Amongthose launchedby the systems departmentat ECGDare: earning a placein the policy-makingforum; transferring systemsstaff to work on thepremises of customers; setting up better channelsof communication with customers; raising thevisibility of the department and providing con-tinuous evidence of sound cost control; changingthe culture of the systems function; and educatingthe customers to make them better purchasers ofsystemsservices. The departmentalso plansto in-troduce a new programme of top-managementawareness, to demonstrate how relevant IT canbe to the solution of strategic problems. Theflavour of this education will be practical and par-ticipative. All of these initiatives are, in our view,mainstream marketingactivities.
On the systems development front, new tools havebeen adopted for faster systems building and
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better control. The results of better projectmanagement are very visible to the customers.Direct evidence is therefore shown that thesystemsfunctionis a careful custodian ofthe cus-tomers☂ resources. A deliberate search has alsobeen carried out for applications that wererelatively simple to implement but had a major im-pact on the business. One example is a systemknownas CLASS, which helps insurance staff torespond much more promptly to inquiries fromcustomers. Systemsstaff are also beingtrained byexternal experts in ☁customer care☂. Staff edu-cation and training within the systems departmentare generally being treated as very importantmatters.
Systemsstaff are also encouragedto participatein public-relations activities, such as magazinear-ticles and public talks. But the tone is alwayscarefully controlled. The messageis not ☜☁look howclever weare,☂☂ but ☁☁look what we have helpedour customers to achieve.☂ Interestingly, the pub-lication of the house Magazine by the systemsdepartmenthas been discontinued. Though worth-whilein itself, it did not rank as a top-priority task.It may be reintroduced when the higher-priorityactions are further ahead.
The systems function in ECGD is, in the wordsofMr Codd,☁☁ an enlightened monopoly☝☂; it is notin direct competition with outside suppliersbecauseit has earneditself a unique stature in theeyesof its customers. Outside firms are thusjusta sourceof skills and manpowerif they are need-ed. Thereis no confrontation. Mr Coddis directlyinvolvedin all consideration of the use of outsideexpertise. Comparison of the cost of internaldevelopment with outside bidsis routine. Thereis no pressure on customers to use internalresources if they can get better value for moneyoutside. i
The ECGDcaseillustrates how traditional pro-blems between the systems department anditscustomers can be tackled with a combination ofpractical actions and sound strategic thought. Thisis marketing at its most effective, becauseit is notperceived as marketing at all. It also illustratesthat successful use of the marketing approachisnot confined to those systems departments thathave evolved to become fully independentprofit-seeking organisations.

THE QUEST FOR COMMERCIALINDEPENDENCE
Asany systems department becomes moreeffec-tive at marketing,so its ambitions can change.Ifit can sell its wares to internal customers, if itsstaff have as good a grasp on marketingskills asthose of most external suppliers, why nottestits
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skill in the open market? As we have seen,
Qantas☂s new subsidiary will attemptjust that. Is
the transition to commercial independence the
end of the natural evolutionary path for most, or
all, ambitious systems departments? In our view
the answeris ☁no☂.

We believe that commercial independencewill be
the right course of action for only a small number
of systems departments. One organisation that has
successfully made the transition is ISTEL in the
United Kingdom (see the case history set out in
Figure 3.5). ISTEL began life as the in-house
systems departmentof the British Leyland (now
Rover) car group, but is now a fully independent
systems company competing in the marketplace.
Close study of the ISTEL case reveals just how
exceptional are the circumstancesthatled to its
success.
Many more departments have attempted to follow
the same route, but have met with highly
questionable success. Unilever explained to us
why it launched not just one, but two, inde-
 
Figure 3.5 Commercial independence can be

successful

ISTEL
ISTEL was originally the computer department of the British
Leyland motor car group, now the Rover Group.In 1980, ISTEL
becamea separate company andin 1987 wasprivatised through
a management andstaff buy-out. In the view of Mr John
Leighfield (Chairman and Chief Executive), the company has
traversed the whole spectrum of marketing responsiveness, from
its days in the 1970sas aninternal and somewhatintrospective
systems departmenttoits present state ♥ whereit survives only
by marketing its services.
In the early daysofits existence as a separate company, ISTEL
madevirtually no explicit marketing effort. There was a common
belief that systems analysts dotheir ownselling .

.

. it's part of
thejob.All systems analysts were regarded as salesmen. Over
the past decade, marketing in ISTEL has evolved into something
both explicit and pervasive. The main vehicleofthis change has
beenthe systems-planning process.Thefirst systems-planning
role was created in 1972 in the old British Leyland organisation.
In the mid-1970s, systemsplanning became moreeffective, and
bythe late ☁70s those working in systems planning involved
themselves more and more deeply in the problems and
aspirations of the senior user management. By the 1980s,
systemsplanning was getting involved in suchactivities as motor-
industry studies carried out by university departments,as well
as competitive and collaborative studies. Thus, the systems
planners came to understand the factors that dominatethelives
of their customers.
Mr Leighfield summarised his own view of the systems
department's marketing role, taken to a further degree in a
standalone company: ☁☁Define the needs of each group of
customers or potential customers, then match and deliver
products and services against those needs.☝
The main lesson of the ISTEL caseis that cultural change and
organisational development must precede marketing initiatives.
In the wrong context, conventional marketing activities may
actually do damage.  
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pendent companies(one a computer service com-
pany and one a consulting firm) ♥ only to find that
changing requirementsled to different solutions.
We recommendthat any systemsdirector thinking
about launching his or her department as a
separate commercial concern should think very
carefully about the risks. Success in this field is
exceptional.

RECHARGING AS A MARKETING TOOL
Surprisingly few of the systems directors we met
had recognised that the recharging policy for
systemsservices could be used as a marketing tool.
As we showin the appendix,the recharging policy
can be usedto influence the waythat the systems
department☂s customers perceive systems and the
department.
The most enlightened view about recharging was
expressed by ECGD (whose experiences were
described earlier in this chapter). Mr Codd, the
systems director at ECGD, told us that in the
autumn of 1988 a new schedule of chargeswill be
introduced, to replace the somewhat ad hoc re-
charging arrangements of the past. He believes
that the recharging mechanism should be used to
increase the department☂s customers☂ awareness
of the true cost and valueof the services they buy.
A similar view was expressed by M Francois
Lagae, DP Director of Ebes, Belgium☂s largest
utility and operator of two nuclear powerstations.
He told us that a charge-back schemefor systems
services is soon to be introduced. The aim is to
encourage higher quality by demonstrating to
customers that they get what they pay for.
Other organisations recharge at cost, aiming to run
the systems function as a zero-cost operation.
Sometimes, the costs of the systems department
are accountedfor as part of the central overheads.
Some organisations (NDU, for example, whose
experience was described in Chapter 1 on page 1)
often make no rechargeatall for systemsservices.
This is not necessarily a bad thing, because the
lack of recharges can be a perfectly legitimate
meansof promoting the use ofIT for the corporate
good.
The appendix contains a detailed breakdown of
the recharging methods used by the Foundation
members that responded to our questionnaire.
Thereis no absolute answerto the question: what
is the best recharging method? As the appendix
explains, it depends on the style of the organi-
sation, the relationship of the systems department
to its parent organisation, and the present
marketing aims of the department.
In this chapter we have reviewedthe progress that
Foundation membersare making with practising
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the marketing approach. With a few noticeable standing marketing. We turn nowto describe howexceptions, most systems departments have not a better approach to marketing the systemsfunc-yet progressed beyond the early stages of under- tion can be achieved.
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Chapter 4
A better approach to marketing systems services

InChapter 1 of this report, we explained why the
systems department needs to market its services.
We also asked how a systemsdirector could find
the point of equilibrium between irresponsible
overselling of the systems function and pas-
sive subservience to short-term pressures. In
Chapter 2, we described the significance of the
marketing approach ♥ whether the product on
offer is a professional service or a hamburger. We
relied heavily on the work of marketing experts
such as Kotler for the definition of marketing used
in that chapter. In Chapter 3, we compared the
marketing approach as defined by marketing
experts with what is happening in systems depart-
ments today, using the case histories of several
Foundation members. We described the ad hoc
policies being followed by many organisations ♥
reactions to major organisational changes or
business pressures combined with more
conventional promotional techniques.

In this chapter and the next, we explain how a
systems director may adopt a more systematic
approach to marketing. How may the concepts of
the marketing approach be applied to the pro-
vision of systems services within the host organi-
sation? Are there any similarities with other
products and services from which the systems
director can learn valuable lessons? How should
he or she plan the systems department☂s market-
ing campaign and implementit?

Because the systems department providesa ser-
vice rather than a product, it poses some special
problemsfor the marketer. But many other com-
mercial and public bodies also deliver services.
The problems of marketing services are well
known, as are the approaches to solving them.
They have acquired their own literature. The
book, Practice development for professional
firms, by Aubrey Wilson, a leading British
industrial market researcher and speaker at the
International Foundation Conference in 1988,
is a good example. In this chapter, we outline
these marketing problems and the approaches
neededto solving them when marketing systems
services.
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PROBLEMSIN THE MARKETING OF
SERVICES
Computerservices belong to a category known to
marketers as ☁intangibles☂ ♥ a term used to
differentiate services from goodsthat are handed
over to the customerandforgotten.In fact, highly
intangible products like computer systems pose
special problems in both the areas that concern
marketers ♥ getting customers and keeping them.
There are two major problemsin getting customers
for a service. First, a service cannot normally be
seen or tested in advance. Customers are gained
on the basis of the promised benefits that the
service will deliver. Second, many services, such
as the provision of information systems, depend
heavily on the people who provide them. The
impression made by the people selling and
delivering the service is often more important in
a prospective customer☂s decision-making process
than a description of the service to be provided.
People are also an important factor in keeping the
customers of a service once they have been
gained. Because of the large people element in
both producing and deliveringa service,it is much
harder to maintain a consistently high quality than
in, say, an industrial-manufacturing process. Ser-
vices also have another marketing disadvantage
♥ they are generally not appreciated when they
work. They are only noticed when they do not
operate properly.
SERVICES ARE INTANGIBLE
Intangible products like travel, insurance, edu-
cation, health care, and computer systems can
hardly ever be properly tried or sampled in
advance. Sometimes, ☁surrogates☂ (others who have
tried the product or expert analysts) can provide
secondhand experience about using the service.
But their taste and opinion may not coincide
exactly with that of the prospective purchaser.
However, even with very tangible products,
customers (according to marketing experts)
notoriously overestimate both the value of pre-
purchase testing and the extent to which it is
possible. They pretend,for example, that test-driving
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a motorcar for 15 minutesis a reliable guide towhat owningit for five years will be like, andregard the test drive as a vital preliminary to apurchasing decision. Theodore Levitt has pointedout that such testing can convey only a superficialknowledge of the product☂s features and is a poorguide as to whether the tangible product willdeliver the intangible benefits expected by thepurchaser. Levitt uses the example of a frozen-food product to illustrate how suppliers try tomake consumers feel confident about productsthat cannot be pretested. You eat the product atsomeoneelse☂s house andit is delicious. You tryit at homeanditis horrible, because you do nothave the special skill or equipment needed toprepare it properly. So the intangible that frozen-food suppliers deliver with their product is easeof preparation andreliability of results.
In marketing terms,there is an intangible elementto even the most concrete products. Motor carsoffer the intangible benefits of reliability, glamour,sportiness, or whatever. These are as much partof what the customer buysas the wheels and theengine. And the suppliers of cosmetics suggestthat the use of their products offers a level ofglamourthat may wildly exceed what can actuallybe delivered. Promises like these ♥ which are notmeant to be literally believable ♥ are termed☁metaphoric promises☂. So thefirst lesson we learnin comparing hamburgers with computerservicesis that they may have more in common than weinitially suppose. Nevertheless, there are impor-tant differences.It is, for instance, easier to trya new brand of consumer goods, dislike it, andavoid it in future than it is to try out a newcomputer system.

SERVICES ARE PEOPLE-DEPENDENT
In Chapter 1 we reported that attitudes andmarketing skills were prime requisites for improv-ing the systems department☂s performance. Thisfinding accords with the experience of the market-ing experts. Many services, in particular pro-fessional services ♥ whether computer systems ordentistry, are heavily dependent on people fortheir provision and delivery. There are importantimplications for both gaining customers andkeeping them.

In attemptingtosell a service to a new customer,the most tangible feature of the service is thepeople whosell and provide it. The customer isseeking reassurance about the quality and deliveryof the service. Hence, the people involved inproviding the service should inspire confidence.How they behave, present themselves, and dressplay a very importantrole in the process of gainingnew customers.
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Levitt stresses the importantpart that people playin this process. Even with a tangible product,particularly a high-investment product, the cus-tomer is asked to buy the product itself, itsintangibles, and the person or team offeringit forsale. In the caseof intangible services,the role ofthe people involved in presenting the productiseven more crucial. They may represent a sub-stantial part of what the customeris asked to buy.
Once the customeris induced to buy, how can heor she be encouraged to remain faithful? In thisrespect, intangibles present moredifficulties thantangibles. Becauseof their dependence on people,there is more room for discretion, error, whim,ordelay. ☁☁Once a customerfor an intangible productis sold,☂☂ says Levitt, ☁☁the customer can easily beunsold as a consequenceof the underfulfillmentof his expectations.☂ The delivery of a tangibleproduct can more easily be systematised andcontrolled. Moreover, it is easier to gain repeatbusiness. Levitt actually chooses the example ofcomputersoftwaretoillustrate the generic prob-lems associated with intangibles. Whereas atangible product is usually designed and manu-factured by separate groupsof people, with bothprocesses subject to detailed supervision andcontrol, the processes of designing and buildingsoftware are inextricably linked and are usuallycarried out by the same team. All intangibles sharethis commonfeature, that their design and pro-duction processes are often carried out by thesame person or people.
The delivery processes for tangibles and in-tangibles are also different. Delivery is, in the caseof intangibles, indistinguishable from the productitself. Consider a feasibility study for a possiblenew system. However carefully the project isconducted, if the conclusions are ineptlypresented the study will be viewed as badlymanufactured. As Professor J M Rathwell ofCornell University puts it, ☁☁goods are produced,services are performed.☝
In a motorcar factory, quality controlis built intothe production process. If, Levitt surmises, ayellow dooris hungon a red car,it is at least likelythat someonewill notice and ask why. But serviceproviders ♥ whether they be surgeons, merchantbankers, or systems analysts ♥ can get it wrongall on their own. No one may be on handto spotthe mistake until the patient dies, the loan is madeto an insolvent banana republic ♥ or the systemfails to meet the main customer requirement.
SERVICES ARE NOT APPRECIATED
Theotherdistinctive feature of intangiblesis thatthey are never appreciated when they work.Motorcars, washing machines, and the like are
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Chapter 4 A better approach to marketing systems services

given an encouraging pat when they work well.
Intangibles are taken for granted ♥ they are
noticed only when theyfail. Punctual trainsor air-
craft are rarely a subject for comment. Late ones
always are. Similarly, no one gives a thought to
the payroll system until their pay cheque fails to
arrive. The most important thing to know about
intangibles, says Levitt, is that ☁☁customers usually
don☂t know what they☂re getting until they don☂t
get it.☂ And the feeling that a customeris miss-
ing whathe or she should be getting is mosteasily
aroused by a competitor. People develop great
loyalty to the material objects they buy. But they
are always readyto listen to criticism of the office
cleaners, the bank ♥ or the systems department.

LESSONS FOR THE MARKETING OF
SYSTEMS SERVICES
We demonstrated above that service suppliers
face special marketing problemsresulting from the
intangibility of their products, their heavy de-
pendence on people, and the lack of automatic
appreciation for good-quality services. The pro-
blems, and their solutions, are summarised in
Figure 4.1. In relating the solutions to the provi-
sion of systems services, which are some of the
most intangible productsof all, systems directors
need to ask themselves the following four
questions:

1. What are the ☁metaphoric promises☂ we make
to our customers when they buy our products?
(If we wereselling washing machines or motor
cars, we would know the answerto that ques-
tion.) What expectations do we arouse? Are
they in any way related to what we can
deliver? How can we make our services more
tangible?

2. How do we communicate the intangible
elements of what we offer ♥ what messages
do we deliver deliberately or inadvertently?
What do our customerslearn about us from the
way we look, behave, and talk? Whatsignals
are we transmitting to them aboutthe kind of
organisation we are? Do we manageourstaff
in such a way as to make them sensitive to
these questions? Or do wejust hire the best
people we can find and leave the rest to
chance?

3. How can we makethe quality of our services
less vulnerableto the discretion or errors of the
people performing them? Is it possible to
rethink the way we do our work? Can wein-
dustrialise the way in which any of our in-
tangibles are delivered?

4. How can we ☁managethe evidence☂? In other
words, how can we remind our customers of
what we do well for them before a problem
arises and they openthe dialogueona critical
note? How can we communicate with our
customers so that our successes are noted as
well as our failures? What tangible evidence
can weoffer them that our promisesare being
kept?

MAKE SERVICES MORE TANGIBLE
We have already seen that even tangible products
need to be linked with intangible benefits before
they can be sold. The motorcar representsstatus,
comfort, or power; and the washing machinerep-
resents care and attention to the needs of the
family. But, conversely, the marketing experts
argue that intangible products mustalso be linked
to some form of tangible evidence.If the customer
buys a promise, it is comforting to receive some
solid evidence that the promise has been met. In
an article in Business in 1980, Professor Leonard
 
Figure 4.1 Problemsin the marketing of services

 
Marketing aim Service feature Potential problem Possible solutions
Gaining customers Intangibility Customer cannot see or Use tangibles to support

pretest the product marketing ♥ a high-quality
proposal document, for
example.

People-dependent Staff undermine confidence Promote marketing attitude.
in the service andits
providers

Train staff in personal and
presentationskills.      
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Chapter 4 A better approach to marketing systems services

Berry from the University of Virginia calls this☜managing the evidence☂☂. When hotels wrap theirdrinking glasses in plastic film or put sanitisedpaper bands across the toilet seat, they areoffering silent evidence that the room has beenspecially cleaned and prepared. The evidence,howeverartificial, is important. Simply being toldthe same thing would havelittle impact. Theintangible has been tangibilised. The promiseisconverted into a credible expectation.
How do marketers encourage potential customersto take thatfirst leap in the dark ♥ to purchasean untried product? Packaging is the most com-montool. Productswill be encased in transparentglass or cellophane; what you see is what youget.Tinned goods bear labels showing happy andhealthy consumers. Some suppliers of domesticinsulation, says Levitt, now sendtheirsales staffto visit prospects with portable PCs. They key inthe exact measurementsof the house,the size andplacement of windowsanddoors, and data aboutmean seasonal temperatures and wind conditionstaken from local reports. The impression ofthroughness and dependability given by this pro-cedureis apparently a solid marketing advantagein persuading customers to buy a product thatcannot be tested in advance. The basic idea is toconvey a promise ♥ buy this product and youwillnot regret the purchase. ☁☜☁Even tangible, testable,feelable, smellable products,☂☂ according to Levitt,☜are, before they☂re bought, largely just promises.☝☂
Hardly any consumers actually believe thesepromises. Cosmetic suppliers try to give theimpression that buying a certain perfumewill turnany womanintoanirresistible beauty. Few womenactually believe this promise, but they buy theproduct anyway. The promiseis a metaphor.It isnotliterally true, but it enshrines the values thesupplier is dedicated to fulfil. This process isknown to marketers as ☁tangibilisation☂ of theintangible benefits of the product. The promisesmadefor the product may be wildly exaggerated.Thatis irrelevant. They are just substitutes for thetangibility and experience that cannot be offeredin advance of using the product. The way com-pany employees are encouraged to dress, the kindof offices and factories they workin, the waycompanies choose to depict themselves in salesliterature ♥ they areall part of the promise madeto the prospective or actual customer.
For the systems department, one of the tangiblepieces of evidence that can be used to support thepromise is the feasibility study report or systemsproposal. A high-quality document, or presenta-tion supported by well-thought-through slides,suggests that the ensuing development and imple-mentation will also be well done. Shoddy pro-posals or visual aids give entirely the wrongimpression to the customer.
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INVOLVE ALL SYSTEMS STAFF IN MARKETING
A commercial service organisation, out to gainnew customers, can deployits best staff to impressprospects during its marketing andselling activi-ties. This is necessary because,often, the potentialcustomerwill not have had any previous contactwith the service provider. For asystems director,the situationis usually quite different, however.The potential customers are already likely to havehad someexperience, even if only at secondhand,of the systems department. Thereis little to begained by the department☂s putting forward itsstar performer to make a proposal for a newservice or system if the ground has already beenshot from underhis or her feet by less worthycolleagues in prior work with the prospectivecustomer. As our survey showed, systemsdirectors are all too aware of the nonmarketingattitude displayed by manyof their staff. Yetthe nature of systems work means that themajority of staff cannot be kept safely lockedaway from any contact with the customers. Eventhe hostile attitude of back-room techniciansislikely to percolate through to the customers ifthe front-line systems staff do not manage theircommunications with the user communityappropriately.
Once the need to market the systems function hasbeen accepted, then all systems staff, not just afew designated marketers or salesmen, must treatthe user as a customer. This means that thedepartment has to stop treating as a nuisancethose customers who will not ☁buy☂ what, to thesystemsanalyst, is eminently sensible, or who areapparently intent on diverting systemsstaff fromworking on the systems that they (the systemsstaff) believe are really interesting and important.
Even suppliers of tangible products like ITequipmentrecognise the damage that may be doneby their nonsales staff. After-sales service engi-neers are trained not to belittle their productswhen on maintenance visits, and the telephoneoperators are trained to be helpfulto callers.
The systemsdirector, however, has a moredif-ficult problem in training staff than the equipmentvendor. He or she cannot limit the number ofpeople who mayhaveto talk to the customers.Nearly all systems staff may, and should, havecontact with the department☂s customers. And theremainder must be made aware of the need tosupport the frontline systems troops, not hinderthem.
INDUSTRIALISE THE SERVICE PROCESS
How can service organisations reduce thelikelihood of their products being perceived asbeing of poor or inconsistent quality? How can
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Chapter 4 A better approach to marketing systems services

they cometo use their collective skills to improve
the quality of their services, when all that they
do is so individualistic? Part of the answer propos-
ed by Levitt and other marketing experts is
technological. Levitt calls this process the ☁☁in-
dustrialisation of service☂☂. He means that
specialist parts of the service process can be
separated, and a new division of labour created.
Insurance and banking are purely service in-
dustries. But they increasingly separate their
activities into retail and corporate, domestic and
foreign, registration, underwriting, actuarial, and
policy issuing ♥ and use technology to coordinate
the whole range of activities. Thus the component
parts of a total service are ☁manufactured☂in con-
ditions of close quality control and assembled in-
to the intangible product just as a motor caris
assembled.

The obvious parallel in the systems department
is the increasing use of structured methods, ad-
vanced system-building tools, and quality-control
and assurance procedures. The rationale for their
introduction is not normally related to marketing,
but it should be. A better new system,delivered
more quickly, is likely to lead to more demandfor
new systems in the future. As Tom Peters and
Robert Waterman demonstrate very clearly in
their book In Search of Excellence, there is much
in common between a top management drive for
quality and a belief that ☁the customeris king☂.

It is outside the scope of this report, and perhaps
unnecessary, to explain how the systems develop-
mentservice may be industrialised. (Several other
Foundation Reports describe the techniques and
methodsinvolved.) But there are aspects of other
services offered by the systems departmentthat
have a direct impact on user relations and that
may be industralised with benefit ♥ establishing
appropriate routines and standard procedures for
dealing with enquiries at a help desk, for exam-
ple. This can greatly reduce the probability of the
level of service depending on who happensto pick
up the telephone.

REMIND CUSTOMERS OF THE BENEFITS
Service suppliers need to do more than suppliers
of tangible goods to cementthe relationships with
their customers ♥ and to remind them constantly
of the value of whatthey are receiving. Good com-
munication is the key to doing this. Levitt cites the
example of a computer service bureau that had
installed expensive new equipment with the sole
aim of keeping its customers☂costs in line with cur-
rent levels, while expanding the range of possible
facilities. The bureau discovered that noneofits
customers knew aboutthis investment, which had
been madeontheir behalf, and a crash campaign
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was organised so that account managers could
inform their customers about the new facilities.
An example of effective communications with
customers is provided by an energy-management
company that sends out a regular ☁yellow page☂
bulletin to all its clients, advising them on ways
to minimise wastage and detectinefficiency. The
cost of this additional service is small. But its value
in reminding customers of just what the service
organisation delivers can be considerable. Again,
the production and delivery of this type of tangi-
ble reminderof the service organisation may be
capable of systematisation as part of the ☁in-
dustrialisation☂ process.
One waythat the systems department can remind
customers of the service they are receiving is
to institute service-level agreements. There should
then be regular reviews to compare actual per-
formance against that promised in the agreement.
 

Figure 4.2 Regular communication with customers
can help to remind them of the services
they receive

BELGISCHE BOERENBOND(THE FARMERS☂ UNION)
OF BELGIUM
Federatedstructures often generate hybrid systems departments,
whichare neither wholly independent, profit-seeking entities nor
internal, dedicated facilities. The computing facilities of the
Belgische Boerenbond are a good example ofthis type of
organisation. The four partners (@ commercial bank,an insurance
company, a farmers☂ cooperative, and a social fund administra-
tion that servesto distribute the Belgian government's agricultural
grants) jointly own and operate the Computer and Management
Services (CEM)facility. CEM is oneofthe largest, and generally
regarded as one of the best-managed, computerinstallations
in the country. It is a service bureau only. Systems development
resources are located in the operating companies.
Although CEM does not engagein outsidetrade,sinceits mis-
sionis to serveits owners, in mostother respectsit actsjustlike
an independentservice company. Thecore ofits commercial
relations with its four customersis the Customer Service Agree-
ment, or service contract. Thisis a bilateral agreement specify-
ing volumesof transactions, responsetimes,results achieved,
anderror rates ♥ but, crucially, not the price to be paid for the
service. Once every two weeks,detailed progress meetings take
place with each customer to monitor achievements against the
levels agreed.
CEM, like mostof the organisations that respondedto oursurvey
forthis report, regards the developmentof marketing skills and
attitudes asits main priority. Its most pressing need is to educate
senior management, increase awareness of the potential of
systems, and change attitudes towards computing. The
CustomerService Agreementis a very effective toolfor forcing
problemsinto the open. Notsurprisingly, the problem of charges
is always prominent; the contents of the service contract
guaranteesthat price will be the main unresolved issue. The
regular progress meetingsalso act as a reminderof the services
provided wherethere are no problems.
Thus, the contractual arrangements between CEM andits
customersare used to highlight and resolve problems ♥ and
to sustain in working ordera relationship that is neither wholly
commercial nor simply internal.  
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Do not wait for the users to complain of badperformance. Oneorganisation that has success-fully used this techniqueis Belgische Boerenbond(The Farmers☂ Union)of Belgium. The case historydescribingthis organisation☂s experienceis set outin Figure 4.2 on page 29. (Foundation Report 65explains in more detail how service-levelagreements can be usedin the context of networkmanagement, although the principles describedcan be applied in other areas as well.)
Most systems directors will recognise themarketing problemscited by Kotler, Levitt, and
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the other expert marketers. They seem to be quitesymptomatic of the difficulty of marketingintangibles. They seem also to be commonfeaturesin the workof a systemsdirector. The theory andthe practical evidence confirm each other. And inan era whenthe computer suppliers, the facilities-management companies, and the customersthemselves pose a competitive threat to the roleof the systems department, the problems need tobe taken seriously. In the next chapter wedescribe how these specific problems may besolved in a systematic way.
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Chapter 5
Planning and implementing a marketing

Most systems directors would like to adopt a more
systematic marketing approach. They also indi-
cated in response to our survey that they believe
marketing will be more important in the future.
The question is how to create and implement such
a policy? In this chapter we outline the steps we
believe to be necessary.
The steps are based on good professional market-
ing practice, on the lessons learned from the case
histories in the research for this report, and on our
own consultancy experience in this area. None-
theless, our research and experience suggest that
there are very few (if any) organisations that have
implemented such a comprehensive approach as
the one we recommend.To that extent, what we
recommend is unproven. However, webelieveit
is better for systems directors to avoid learning

- how to marketbytrial and error, to avoid reinvent-
ing techniques from scratch, and to avoid evolving
slowly through the five stages of evolution des-
cribed on page 13. Instead, they shouldbe able to
move more quickly by using methods and tech-
niques already provenin otherareas of business.
Wedivide our description of the steps needed into
two parts:
♥ Howto construct the marketing plan for the

systems department.
♥ How to implementthe plan.
The former is concerned with helping systems
directors to solve one of their main problemsin
this area ♥ that of a lack of understanding of
marketing and howto apply it within the systems
function. The latter explains how the other two
main problems can be overcome ♥ the lack of
skills and, even more importantly, the lack of a
marketing attitude among systemsstaff.

MARKET PLANNING
Besides the concepts described in Chapter 2 and
the solutions to the specific problems of marketing
services described in Chapter 4, our systematic
approach to marketing the systems function also
draws on the planning methods commonly used
by marketers. There are four steps, shown in
Figure 5.1 overleaf, in developing the plan:
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approach

♥ Youfirst of all need to understand the market
that the systems functionis serving, and will
have to serve in the future.

♥ You have to assess your own strengths and
weaknesses in serving that market, and to
assess what other options there are for
servingit.

♥ You have to identify what your aims should
be. What is your desired role within your
organisation, and how can marketing help
you achieveit?

♥ Finally, you haveto plan the marketing mix
needed to achieve your objectives. The mix
comprises the combination of services you
offer, the prices you charge for them, how
and wherethey are delivered, and how they
are promoted.

As with any such planning steps, they are never
completely sequential in execution. Thelater steps
are always likely to reveal implications of
decisions taken earlier in the process, and which
may need to be modified.
-STEP 1: UNDERSTAND THE SYSTEMS
DEPARTMENT☂S MARKET
The starting point in market planningis to gain an
understanding of the marketplace in which the
systems department operates. Figure 5.2 on
page 33 containsa checklist of the basic questions
to be answered if that understanding is to be
gained. One of the most important aspects of the
questions is that they are focused on the
customers☂ needs that the systems department
does and could satisfy, rather than on just the
services provided. Without this focus, the systems
department may too be caught out by the
☁marketing myopia☂ that Levitt described in his
paper. (The classic example is the ocean liner
companies☂ failure to recognise that their
customers☂ real need was for transportation
between North America and Europe ♥ not for an
ocean voyage.) Systems directors have already
seen at first hand how someof their customers☂
computing needs may be satisfied by newer
technology at the expense of old ♥ PCs replacing
mainframes to process financial planning
applications, for example.
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 Figure 5.1 The main steps in market planning
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 Understanding the market also means recognisingthat there is probably not just one group ofcustomers to be served by the systems depart-ment. Even within the same organisation, therewill be users with different needs ♥ ranging fromtechnical experts (for example in engineering) whomight well understand their own computing needs,and the means of fulfilling them, better thananyone in the systems department, to businessmanagers who maynot even perceive that theirneeds could have a computing solution. Clearly,the services to be offered by the systems depart-ment to two such disparate groups of users shouldbe very different. Thus, there are at least twosegments in the systems department☂s marketplace.
In addition to the systems department☂s cus-tomers, the systemsdirector should also considerthe department☂s own staff when carrying outmarket planning. They also need to be madeawareof the high-quality services for which theirownfunction is responsible, and of the notablesuccesses ♥ major systemsdelivered on time, andso on. Such awarenessraises the self-esteem and
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confidence of systemsstaff. Andit may have aneven more tangible benefit ♥ the ability to recruitbetter staff because of the good reputation of thesystems function.
How canthesystemsdirector gain an understand-ingofhis or her marketplace? Currently, he or shetendsto rely on the normal systems-planning andday-to-day procedures to determine customerrequirements and future systems needs. Theseproceduresare an essential part of the market-planning process. They correspond with a sales-man asking customers what they want and withthe ad hoe gathering of market knowledge in acommercial business. But there is usually muchmore to find out about the attitudes, needs, andmotivationsof the prospective customers than thesystems department currently knows. Indeeditiseasy for a department to be lured into a kind ofprotective isolation, insulating itself from outsidepressures and criticisms.
Butler Cox is often involved in consultancyassignmentsto try to help bridge this knowledge
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Figure 5.2 Checklist of questions to be answered

about the systems department☂s market

Whoare the customers?
What are their systems needs
Do these needsdiffer for different groups of customers?
(Systemsusers, top management, technical specialists, . . .)
Howare these needs currently satisfied?
♥ Whichdo the systems departmentsatisfy?♥ Which needs are met from other sources?(IT vendors, from within the user areas, ...)
♥ Are there any needsnot currently being met?

How are these needslikely to develop in the future?
♥ Whattype of demandis there?

(Falling, irregular, full, . . .)
♥ How should they develop?

Whatcriteria do the users apply in choosing whereto fulfil
their needs?
(Cost, quality, timeliness, . . .)  
 

gap. Quite simple survey techniquesare available
to help with such projects. The results they
generate are often stunning, opening the eyesof
systemsstaff to things that were going on around
them ♥ but which they had not appreciated or had
chosen to ignore. It is not difficult to draw up a
list of application areas and services offered by the
systems function, and to ask both systemsstaff
and the users to fill in a simple questionnaire,
rating each area by the importance they attach to
it and then by the quality and availability of the
application or service.

Whentheresults are plotted on a scatter diagram
such as that shownin Figure 5.3, the results fall
into four quadrants, representing the typical
spread ofdata collected from the systems depart-
ment☂s customers.
The first quadrant (A) contains those services that
are considered very important but are also per-
ceived to be very high in terms of quality and
availability. These are the systems department☂s
triumphs.It is primafacie evidence of excellent
resource allocation if the services the customers
think are important are being well delivered.

Another quadrant (C) will contain the services
regarded as poororhard to obtain but that are not
considered to be very important. These are
another success story, since neglecting what is
unimportant is another sign of good resource
allocation.
The third quadrant(B) on the scatter diagram will
contain services that have a low importancerating
but high performance. These are a sign of wasted
resources, since excellent performance is concen-
trated on areas that are unimportant to the
customers. Such a result is usually a clear signal
to start moving resources out of that area ♥ or to
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Figure 5.3 User ratings for importance and quality of
application and service areas

Quality
High   D Importance

Low High

Application and service areas:
a Access to computer reference databases
b Nationalelectronic messaging and documenttransmission
c International electronic messaging and documenttrans-

mission
Statistical analyses and graphical display
Compound document production on word processors
Data interchange between computers,instruments, and word
processors
Computer database and application development
Advancedsoftware and hardware for complex applications
Commercially available applicable computer software
Rapid report and documentation production
Provision of management information
Records and documentation administration
Convenient access to a computer
Training in using the computer-basedtools
Consultancy and advice on using computers
Access to a word processor
Word processing with graphic capabilities
Computer-basedstatistical analysis packages
Provision of computer equipment and software packages
Development of bespoke computer packages
Service support of instruments with computer content
Advice on applying computer technology
Acquisition of specialised external services
Provision of documentation and manuals for computer
facilities
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find out why the customers regard it as
unimportant if the opposite is really the truth.
The final quadrant (D) showsthe mostinteresting
resultsof all, the services with a high importance
rating and low performance. These are the areas
where the systems function is most at risk. The
customers regard them as important but the
delivery is poor. In the consultancy projects of this
type that Butler Cox has conducted, we have
found that one or two such areas account for a
very high proportion of dissatisfaction among the
systems department's customers. Once those areas
are dealt with, much of the problem disappears.
So muchforthe analysis of the customers☂ views.
The next task is to comparetheresults with those
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from the senior systems staff, who will inde-pendently havefilled in the same forms. A typicalplot for the importance ratings given by users andby systemsstaff is shown in Figure 5.4. We findthat, usually, the twosetsof results coincide quitewell. Systemsstaff are normally sensitive to areaswheretheir performanceis regarded asless thansatisfactory by their customers. But there arealways a few surprises; the survey inevitably findsoneor two areas where the systems department☂scustomers attach a much higher or lower degree
 

Figure 5.4 Comparison of importance ratings givenby systems staff and by users

if systemsstaff and users attached the same degree ofimpor-tance to each area,all points would lie on the line x=y.

Importanceratings
given by systemsstaff
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Low High

Application and service areas:a Access to computerreference databasesb Nationalelectronic messaging and document transmissionc International electronic messaging and document trans-mission
Statistical analyses and graphical displayCompound document Production on word processorsData interchange between computers,instruments, and wordprocessors
Computer database and application developmentAdvanced software and hardware for complex applicationsCommercially available applicable computer softwareRapid report and documentation ProductionProvision of managementinformationRecords and documentation administrationConvenient access to a computerTraining in using the computer-based toolsConsultancy and advice on using computersAccessto a word processorWord processing with graphic capabilitiesComputer-basedstatistical analysis PackagesProvision of computer equipment and software PackagesDevelopmentof bespoke computer PackagesService support of instruments with computer contentAdvice on applying computer technologyAcquisition of specialised external servicesProvision of documentation and manuals for computerfacilities
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of importance than the systemsstaff do, or wherecustomer reaction to the level of service andavailability comes as a surprise. The most usefulpart of the exercise is when people start discuss-ing whatthey really mean by saying that wordpro-cessing with graphics is a key area, or why theybelieve that performance in EDIis poor. Now thesystems department and their customers are on ajoint quest for improvement,a quest thatrarely failsto produce useful results.
Such survey techniques correspond to marketresearch in the business world. Somecritics of thetechniques argue that they are not measuringanythingreal, just what people think. The answeris that what customersthinkis initself a reality, andone that must be dealt with. The idea that thesystems staff know whatis good and bad, withoutreference to the ignorant customers,is a prime ex-ample of the anti-marketing mindset that needstobe uprooted. The survey will give an accurate pic-ture at a given momentof the attitudes andbeliefsof the systems managers and their customers.Marketingis about changingattitudes and beliefs. Ifthe survey technique is simple andefficient, it canbe applied again later to see whether opinions haveshifted ♥ whether the remedial action is working.
Several of the organisations we interviewedin theresearch forthis report have conducted surveys ofuser needs andattitudes. One such organisation isthe Ministry of Welfare, Health and Culture in theNetherlands. A case history of this organisation☂sexperience with such a survey is described inFigure 5.5.
Theresult ofthis first step in market planningwillbe a statement of who the main groups of customersare and whattheir main systems needs are, both nowandin the future. By ☁systems needs☂, we mean suchthings astheprovision of computing and communica-tions systems, the provision and operation of com-puting and communications facilities, the provisionof advice in choosing and acquiring systems, and soon.
Each need maybe metin several ways ♥ by buying-in packages or developing systems in-house;by usingPGsor accessing programsand data on an in-housemainframeor external bureau;by using external con-sultants; relying on advice from the systemsdepart-ment; by reading technical journals and FoundationReports; and by attending conferences. As we havealready mentioned, the systemsdirector needs to bealert to new ways of meeting the samebasic needs.It is not sufficient to think only in terms of the ser-vices provided. Thinking in terms of needs to beSatisfied rather than productsorservices to be soldis an essential element of the marketing approach.
Once the underlying needs have been identified,then systemsdirectors can turn to look at how those
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Figure 5.5 A case history of experience with a survey

of user attitudes and needs

MINISTRY OF WELFARE, HEALTH AND CULTURE
IN THE NETHERLANDS
Weinterviewed the head of the systems function, Mr Frits
Hoorweg. His department was created in 1983 as a result of
a mergerof older ministerial departments. The period from 1983
to 1987 waslargely devoted to a questfor increased efficiency
in the data centre inherited from the old régime and to the
developmentof systems required for the new department.
in 1987, a survey of customerattitudes and needs wascarried
out by a firm of external consultants becauserelations between
the systems function and its customers were in need of
improvement. The study produced two main recommendations.
Thefirst was to redefine the role of the systemsfunction in terms
of stimulating demand for new systems, taking on an internal
consultancyrole,setting overall standards and guidelines, and
encouraging a more participative atmosphere ♥ in short, to
adopt a marketing approach. The second recommendation was
concernedwith the internal organisation of the systemsfunction;
apart from the establishmentof an information centre with five
staff, this recommendation was not implemented.
The mission statement of the ministry☂s systems department
encouragesit to act as far as possiblelike an independentservice
company,to help and encouragebutto leave responsibility firmly
with the customer. In Mr Hoorweg☂s view, the key tasks
performedby the serviceareits advisory work, its setting and
policing of standardsfor the use of hardware, software, and
application packages, and only then its work as a systems-
building and operating unit. Thereis little formal marketing skill
within the department and no explicit recognition of marketing
as a separate task.
Mr Hoorweg believes that progress has been achieved.
Recognition of the importanceof the systemsfunction is more
widespread. The major difficulty is to obtain and secure the
necessary level of staff, because public-service salaries and
career structures are not asflexible as they might be.
The departmentis, in summary, moving from being the doers
to beingthefacilitators. Thestaff view their task as helping others
to achievethe results the new departmentwascreatedto attain.
They recognisethe difficulties of this transition but believe they
are advancing as quickly as possible.  
 

needs are being met ♥ in termsof the products
or services, and of the various suppliers involved.

STEP 2: ASSESS THE SYSTEMS DEPARTMENT☂S
STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES
The second step in market planning is to assess
how well the systems departmentis positioned to
serve its market, compared with others who could
also meet those needs. In marketing jargon, the
focusof this step is referred to as a ☁SwoT☝ analysis
♥ strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and
threats.
There are two main aimsof this analysis. The first
is to determine which parts of the market the
department is most naturally suited to serve by
nature of its current capabilities, and to find op-
portunities that exist to exploit the department☂s
strengths. The secondaim is to identify in which
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Figure 5.6 Checklist of questions to be answered
in a SWOTanalysis

What are the systems department's strengths in serving its
users?
♥ Whatisit best suited to doing?
♥ Whatareits key assets?

What do customers seeasits main strengths?
♥ Howdothestrengths relate to the customers☂criteria for

selecting systems services?
   

  
Are there any opportunities that the systems department could
exploit?
♥ Are there any unfulfilled needs that its customers have,

or will have in the future?
♥ Are there any groups of systems users, or would-be

systems users, whose needs are currently not being
satisfied, or are only partially satisfied?

♥ Arethere any systems needs currently being met badly
bysuppliers other than the systems department?

ikely to arise?     
 

areas of operation the department needs to
improveits performance and overcomeits weak-
nesses. The purpose is to be in a position to
counter any threats from other units, internal or
external to the organisation, that may otherwise
take over parts of the systems department☂s role
♥ or indeed, all of it. Figure 5.6 contains a
checklist of questions to be answeredin undertak-
ing the SswoT analysis.

The swor analysis must also take account of the
competition faced by the systems department.
Four questions need to be answered:

♥ What is the competition, existing and
potential?

♥ Are the main competitive threats from inter-
nal sources (such as end-user computing) or
from external sources(facilities-management
companies, for example)?

♥ Isit possible to identify the main competitors?
♥ If so, what are their respective strengths and

weaknesses?
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Identifying the competition should not be re-garded as preparation for all-out war. Somepotential competitors can actually be used to helpadvancethe objectives of the systems department.It is much better to fit competitors in as part ofa considered strategy thanto fight every battle,includingthose likely to belost, to the bitter end.
One of the hardest parts of the swor analysis formany systems departmentsis to identify their ownunique selling points (USPs). What is it that thedepartmentdoes better than anyone else? Whatadvantageis it that competitors would find mostdifficult to match?
When weasked systems departments to identifytheir own Usps during our research, most of themmentioned knowledge oftheir customers and howthey are accustomed to work, as well as familiaritywith the business. Knowing the customers andcommanding their respect or confidence areobviously important qualifications for gaining anyworkthatis on offer. But might external sourcesof competition find a way to match that advantage♥ or even steal it, by recruiting a few key indi-viduals away from the systems department? Moretangible USPs may also exist, such as access toa closed network (see the case history ofSurrey County Council, which was described inFigure 3.2) or possession of a software tool.Defining the real Usps may be a challenging andtime-consuming process ♥ strong disagreementsabout this point caneasily arise between membersof the swor team.It is not unusual for the SworTanalysis to be repeated as part of an annual plan.Several repetitions may be needed before the Uspsare properly understood.
Whena view has been taken about the Usps of thedepartment, it will be much easier to determinewhichservices the internal department is most(andleast) qualified to deliver. If the USPs of thedepartment lie in the field of applicationsdevelopment and systems integration, then per-haps the task of managing data centres could,afterall, be better undertaken by others. The realpoint is that customers have more regard for afirst-class systems developer than they have fora third-rate data-centre manager. If the usp liesin the former area, whyspoil the impression bya poor performancein other areas?
Better understanding of the strengths and weak-nesses of the systems department may also leadto new opportunities. If it is really true that thedepartment understands the essential business ofits customers better than anyone else, whatopportunities does that knowledge create? Doessuch knowledge create any weaknesses, such asa limited view of the world outside? If so, how canthe formerbe exploited and the latter remedied?
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Whatadditional opportunities do these strengthscreate for the customer? :
During the course of a SWOTanalysis,it is more orless certain that misunderstandings will bediscovered. The customers☂ perceptions of thedepartment☂s strengths and weaknesses will befound to be incomplete, mistaken, or totallymissing. These findings should act as a spur tobetter communication between the departmentand its customers.
Readers ofthis report may care to examineagainthe experiences of ECGD, which wereset out onpages 22 and 23; a swor analysis led in this caseto a greatly improved understanding of thesystems department☂s role and capabilities.
STEP 3: DETERMINE THE SYSTEMS DEPARTMENT☂SMARKETING AIMS
Given an understandingof the marketplaceit isserving,its strengths and weaknesses, and the rolefor whichit is accordingly qualified, the systemsdepartment is now much better placed to answera truly fundamental question. What should beitsmarket position vis-A-vis the host organisation?Should it be in a leadership role? Or should itsimply respond to the demands made upon it? InChapter 1 (on page8) wedescribed the positioningof a systems departmentin termsof two axes: thevertical axis describing its relationship with itscustomers (good or badrelations), and the hori-zontal axis describing whetherit leads or followsits customers. This point in the market-planningprocessis where the systems director chooses theappropriate point on the horizontal axis to seekequilibrium. It may be thefirst time that thisequilibrium has been sought onthe basis of solidevidence, as opposed to the tides of fashion andopinion.
The analysis also leads to a much clearer per-ception of the services to be provided, and ofwhich customers are targeted for each service.Market segmentation will be needed. No servicewill be marketed in exactly the same wayto everycustomer, and probably no two customers willchoose exactly the same mix of products.
For many systems directors, this market segment-ation/productdefinitionis a difficult stage in themarket-planning process. Our survey documentlisted a very wide variety of different services thesystems department could offer. But it proved tobe inadequate to coverall the services our re-spondents are concerned with. Most systemsdepartments probablystill have too wide a viewof their rangeof services rather than too narrow,and are probablytoo reluctantto give up anythingthey have traditionally provided. It runs againstthe grain for a systems director to look at his or
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her portfolio and make a conscious decision to
abandon a service that has, perhaps, been a key
element in the department☂s past success. Butit
may be necessary to dojust this. If the systems
director thinks for a moment of the department
as a business within a business, employing perhaps
afew dozen or a few hundred,or, at most, a few
thousandstaff, then it is often absurd to suppose
that it can supply all the services needed by all
its customers all the time. There is no implied
failure in recognising that this is the case, as the
SAScase history on page 17 so clearly demonstrates.
Indeed, a lack of focus and marketspecialisation
is itself what often condemns companies to
mediocrity and insignificance.
Thus, to achieve a new perception of the role of
the systems department requires not only hard
work and careful analysis, but also a measure of
imagination andflair and a willingness to abandon
cherished practices that have, in reality, outlived
their usefulness.
Manyofthe case histories mentionedin this report
reveal that new marketing policies were put in
place in response to some crisis ♥ a sudden and
seriousloss of confidence in the systems function,
or a project that wentbadly off therails. But why
wait for a crisis? Why not gather the senior
managers of the systems function together (having
learned as muchas possible about the market, the
customers, and the competitors) and rethink the
role of the department from scratch? The rules for
such a session should be that nothing is sacred.
However long or well a given task has been
performed, the burden of proof lies with those
who say it should be retained as part of the
systems department☂s portfolio. Perhaps someone
will even ask the unthinkable question: should
there be a systems departmentat all? Andif so,
why?
Once the appropriate role for the systems
department has been identified, it is possible to
determine the actions that are needed toreachit.
The specific actions will be chosen to form the
nucleusof the marketing policy. It should by now
be clear that the marketing aims of any team of
people working together can vary according to
time and circumstances.In the case of the systems
department,if its basic positioning is untenable,
then effort spent improving relations with the
customers is wasted or even counter-productive.
Unfortunately, it is much easier to produce a new
brochure or mount a sales seminar, for example,
than to establish a true leadership role for the
systems department(should that be needed) or to
encourage and equip the customers to take more
initiatives(if that is what is required). But in the
end, the real needs of the business must be
recognised. Our evidencesuggeststhat,if the will
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to change is genuine, the new role and the steps
needed to move towards it are actually fairly
obvious. The hard task is to achieve the degree
of open-mindedness required in the first place.
From our examination of the experiences of
systems departments, we have detected a pattern
in the marketing aims andthe actions needed. The
systems departments that appearto have the best
marketing approachesin place always seem to be
following a simultaneous top-down and bottom-
up approach. They are seeking to involve top
managementin setting goals andpriorities for the
systems function. They describe the process as
☜gaining credibility☂ or ☁☁building confidence☂. But
at the same time they are using training courses,
seminars, newsletters, and the like to press home
at many different levels the message about the
changing role of the systems function.
Another common thread that runs through the
cases is the valueofaction.It is one thing to adopt
new aims, new mission statements, or new pro-
testations of intent. All of this is very worthy, but
it is all so much abstraction until it begins to
change the way the systems departmentdoes its
work. The strategy of a systems department is
made not by the wordsthe systemsdirector speaks
to his direct reports, but by the way project
leaders and analysts actually behave and deal with
customers. Some of the most important results
have been achieved by systems directors who
realised this fact of life and chose projects as the
vehicle for their change of mission.
It is possible to detect another pattern in the case
histories. Systems departments appear to evolve
from one stage to another. As they change, the
kind of marketing aim they set themselves also
changes. There seem to be four stages in this
evolutionary process, set out in Figure 5.7 overleaf
with the corresponding marketing aim. The figure
also shows that the marketing tools used will
change as the systems department traverses the
stages of development.
In marketing terms, the promises made to the
customer at each stage of this evolution are
different. So are the deliverables for which these
promises are metaphors, the intangibles of the
service offering. Whenthe serviceis delivered,it
will (like all intangibles) be subject to the delays,
errors, and mishapsthatafflict all service offer-
ings. At each stage in the process the ways of
☁tangibilising☂ and ☁industrialising☂ the process will
be different. Some of the organisations studied for
this report are now beginning to use videotex to
promote the services provided by the systems
department ♥ an excellent example of tangi-
bilising a service. At each stage, the task of
☁managing the evidence☂is different. The emphasis
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 Figure 5.7 Evolutionary stages in the marketing of the systems function

Stage Characteristics
1. Reactive applications A corporate service, develop-developer ing and running applications

for users. Noright to propose.

 

3. Infrastructure manager Initiative for applications has
migrated to the customer. The
systems department runs the
infrastructure that makesit all
possible.

on business training for systems staff evident insomeof the casehistoriesis a good example ofthischange. At a certain point, the systems directormust convince the organisation that his or herteam is not just technically skilled, but isknowledgeable about where value comes from ♥about ☁☁what the customer means by good☂☂. And,finally, the evidence that constantly reminds theotherwise forgetful recipient of the value of theservice provided must also change.
The end productof this planning process shouldbe a set of specific objectives that the marketingpolicy will deliver. In Ebes (which was mentionedin Chapter 3 in connection with charge-backschemes) these objectives were to change theexpectations of the customers and to repositionthe systems department. Ebes used organisationalchange, the transfer of responsibilities to linemanagers, and thecreation of newjobs within thesystems function as the specific steps towardsthese aims..

STEP 4: PLAN THE MARKETING MIX
The planning process now turns to how the de-fined aims are to be met. Many elements of themarketing mix will have been considered, andsome adopted. How are they to be put togetherinto a coherent mix? There are four mainquestions to be answered:
♥ Whatservices should be offered, and to whichgroups of customers?
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Marketing aim ~
Earn the right to propose.

Marketing tool
Promote image as a systems_ developer andreliable
operator. Introduce simple
recharging mechanism,  

Enhancethe value of the ( :infrastructure. ☁unseen service☂, the; ; deliverymechanism.
Analyse prospects forexternallinks to customers
or to suppliers. As IT
becomes more☁strategic☂,

_ takethe chanceto make☜recharging simpler. Escape_ fromdebates aboutpetty

♥ Whatpricing policies should be adopted?
♥ What meansofdelivery should be used?
♥ Howshould the services be promoted, so thatthe potential customers are fully aware of thebenefits on offer?
Pricing is a sensitive and tricky area. Far too manycustomers in the past have bought services ♥ orat least believe they have bought them ♥ withoutbeing fully awareofthe true price. Many systemsdepartments focus their attention almost ex-clusively on the cost of providing a given service.While costs are important, they havelittle impacton the customer☂s appreciation of the service. Toarrive at the most appropriate price,it is essentialto understand the value the customerattributesto the service ♥ which maybearlittle relation tothe cost ofits provision.
Promotionis also important and (despite the mis-givings of some systems directors) is a legitimateactivity. If the aim of promotionis to deceive thecustomersinto over-valuingthe service provided,thenit is likely to be both unacceptable andself-defeating. In the past, overselling the value ofsystems services has reduced the credibility ofmany systems departments. But if the systemsdirector genuinely believes that systems can helpto improvethe performanceofthe business (andif not, whatis he or she doing in thejob anyway),thenit is a profounddisservice to the organisationto leave his or her colleagues in ignorance of howthis can be done.
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Even though the four questionslisted above need
to be answeredin the sequence shown,there will
inevitably be some overlap between them. When
a definitive answerto one questionis reached, it
may be necessary to go back and reconsider an
earlier assumption. But the basic sequence should
be preserved. It is very tempting to start at the
wrong end of the process ♥ to design the sales
literature first and work out the market profile
later. It isa great mistake to do so because systems
staff will become wedded to a particular pro-
motional approach, and will be reluctant to
abandonit evenif it fails to match the service and
the customers.
Which services to which customers?
To understand whichservices are appropriate to
which groups of customers, marketers employ a
technique known as market segmentation. The
idea is to find a wayof classifying customers and
potential customersthat reflects their basic needs,
rather than matches their past habits of pur-
chasing, which may be shaped by the range of
products available to them at some past time.
Computer suppliers have come to understand this
distinction very well; their customers do notreally
buy computersat all, but solutions to problems.
Nowadays, therefore, their marketing is mostly
designed not to impress the customer with tech-
nological excellence but to stress how they can
☜work with you☂☂ to solve problems. The test of
a valid market segmentation is that it survives
transitory change. Computersupplierslike to feel
that even if a competitor produces a machine that
is three times faster than theirs, their customers
will remain faithful. They will value the problem-
solving capability of their old vendor, not the
technology of the new.
Systems departments are, of course, marketing
their own problem-solving capability. But they will
not segment their market in quite the same way
as a hardware vendor. Guidelines for segmenting
the department☂s customers may include the
following:
♥ To what extent is the customer☂s application

problem intelligible to systems staff? If the
customers are operating in a mainstream part
of the business (finance, sales, and so on) then
the systems departmentcan probably offer a
problem-solving partnership. If they are
operating in a very specialised technical area,
it will probably be betterto offer tools only.

♥ Whatformis thesolutionlikely to take? If it
is part of the company☂s core systems, then
the departmentwill wish to design, build, and
maintain it ♥ or perhaps adapt a package. If
it is an isolated desktop application for a
group of individuals, the department may
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prefer to offer help while they develop it
themselves.

♥ Are some customers more capable of de-
veloping their own solutions than others?

The decisions taken in the segmentation process
should be in line with those takenearlier in the
market-planning process. Aboveall, the planning
team should resist the temptation to fill in every
box on the segmentation sheet with a tick. The
case histories in this report show that it is
increasingly difficult for a systems department to
meet every need ofall its customers.It is not an
admission of defeat to recognise this factoflife.
Too wide a portfolio of services and too thin a level
of service to too many customers ♥ these are the
main pitfalls to avoid. It is better to have a few
happy customers than many unhappy customers.
Pricing
One of the most important questions a marketing
organisation must answeris what pricing policy
to adopt.It is all too easy to adopt a pricing policy
in a hurry, perhapsbasedsolely on internal cost
grounds,andto find that one is imprisonedbyit.
The systems department is unlike most other
marketing operationsin thatit also has to decide
whetherto chargeforits servicesatall, although
some 72 per cent of the respondentsto our survey
indicated that they do charge forat least some of
the services they provide(see the appendix for the
details). Our respondents cited three main reasons
for charging. First, they believe it encourages cost-
awareness and accountability within the systems
department. Second, it also encourages the cus-
tomersto consider their needs morecarefully and
creates a market for scarce systems resources.
Third, it forces project managers to remain com-
petitive and reassures top management that
money is being wisely spent. Not all members
assent to the logic of these arguments, however.
B&Q, the largest do-it-yourself retailer in the
United Kingdom,told usthatit avoided recharging
for systems services simply to maintain central
control of resources. And one of the companies
visited during the Butler Cox Foundation Study
Tour of 1988 had actually abandoned charge-out,
which it believed encouraged bureaucracy. We
also found many examples where the recharging
policy had caused problems. Innovation may be
stifled, relations with customers undermined, and
there is a danger that resources are allocated
merely to those who can afford them rather than
to those who need them. In other words, re-
charges can actually hinder the strategic
development of systems.
How then should a systems director select an
appropriate pricing policy? First he or she must
recognise that systems services are not unique.
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Manyother products andservices are created byone part of a large organisation and ☁sold☂ toanother, via the mechanism of transferpricing.Management can never hope, in a complexorganisation,to fix every price for every transferof value. But it can ♥ and must ♥ establish therules by which such pricesare fixed.
Studies of the transfer-pricing mechanism haveshown that the most appropriate policy dependson the cultureof the organisation. (The appendixcontains more details about the principles oftransferpricing.) Given the culture, what questionsneed to be answeredbeforea price strategy canbe determined? Weidentified five questions:
♥ Howsensitive to cost can or should the pricemechanism be? Muchofthe cost of a computersystem is fixed. Thus, within the limits of itscapacity, a networked system will generateonly slight cost increases as traffic grows. Butthe day comes whenthat capacity is exhaustedand a step functionin cost occurs. In this situa-tion, fine tuning the recharge mechanism isprobably a waste of time. More effort shouldgo into taking a medium-term view of totalcosts (through capacity planning) and manag-ing the customers☂ expectations in thatframework.
♥ Howimportantis total cost to individual cus-tomers? Most customerswill find that systemscosts representa tiny proportion oftheir totalexpenditure, but they may represent a dis-proportionate number of the disputes aboutrecharges. Manyof them may be candidates fornot being recharged because the rechargepolicy is unlikelyto affect the way they use theservices. But a handful of customers with bigadministrative systemswill find their systemscosts of significance. For this group, therecharge policy can have a big impact on theirusage of systems, and careful thought needs tobe given to the aims of the policy.
♥ Do the customers understand where develop-mentcost is incurred? Most do not. Their ex-pectationswill be unrealistic. They need to beeducated and informed.
♥ Whocarriesthe risk? All recharge schemes arebased on guesswork. The customers can cancelprojects without penalty. Suppliers can changetheir prices. Where doestherisk lie? If it lieswith the systems department, top managementshould be awareofit.
♥ How matureis the charge-out system? Thereis some evidence(see the appendix for details)that when a charge-out system becomesmature, it positively helps the customers con-trol their systems resources. The message is

  

clear: even if the charge-outpolicyfails to workat first, it may be worth persevering withit,
These questions are also reflected in the guidelinesfor choosing a charge-outpolicy givenin Figure 5.8,
Distribution
In Chapter 4, we emphasised that, in the case ofservices, there is little distinction between theactual service and its meansofdelivery; ina veryreal sense, the service is its own deliverymechanism. Thus, the means of delivering (ordistributing) systemsservices is important to thesystems department. Yet thereis least freedom toadapt the approachin this area. Even so, thereare some choices that can be made, including:
♥ The creation of new roles such as businessanalysts and account managers.
♥ Thetransferof certain tasks to the customersthemselves.
♥ Theestablishment of more direct waysto helpthe customers, such as help desks or informa-tion centres.
♥ The transfer of systems staff to customerpremises ♥ perhaps to customer payrolls.
♥ A new approachto the training of staff in thesystems function, with more emphasis onbusiness skills and less on technical. Since amassive cultural change will also be required,training programmes with the aim of team-building will be valuable.
♥ New methods of communicating with thecustomers, through people (typically accountmanagers) and through publications.
 

Figure 5.8 Guidelines for choosing a charge-outPolicy

The system must be cost-effective, not burdensome.

  

  
fait accompli.

Rechargesshould aim to recoverfull costs over the medium term;in the short term it may be expedientto allow the systems depart-ment to make a smallprofit or loss, or to account for somecostsas a corporate overhead.

 

 

Development costs should be allocated in line with risks.Customers cannotexpectfixed prices when projects arestill inthe investigation phases.
Ifthesystem ofrechargeistoreflectthematurityofthecustomer.there maybemorethan one system. Themostmature customerswill demand morefiexibilityand moreinformation♥ in a word,

   more control.
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Chapter 5 Planning and implementing a marketing approach

In several of the case histories, the systems
directorsignalled a change of marketing approach
by decentralising the delivery of some services.
Sometimes, locating project staff on the cus-
tomer☂s premisesis the most important step. The
extent to which services are packaged is also a
matter of choice. Should the systems department.
buy and distribute PCs to its customers? Such a
service will be seen differently by different
customers ♥ and not only in relation to the
discount secured. Some will regard it as a useful
adjunct to the systems service; others as an
interference. The choices madeshould reflect the
marketing aims already established.
Promotion
Promotionis the last area to tackle in the market-
ing plan ♥ not the first. Promotionalactivities are
not quite as simple as they sometimes seem. In an
earlier Foundation Report, Number 58 ♥ Senior
Management ITEducation ♥ we pointed out how
easy it is to fall into the error of supposing that
any education is better than none. Badly judged
educational activities can easily do damage. And
the sameis true ofill-conceived promotion.
Thefirst question to ask is whether the promotion
of the departmentor a particularservice is aimed
at improving relations with the customers (the
vertical axis in Figure 1.5 on page 8) or at
positioning the department differently (the
horizontal axis)? This question is important
because the two kinds of activity may be quite
different in nature.If the aim is to reposition the
department, the evidence suggests that actions
speak louder than words. The projects that are
undertaken, the way they are handled, the
organisation of customer involvement, the way
top management☂s concerns are handled ♥ all
these things are effective ways of demonstrating
a changeof role. Just announcing such a change
is usually not worthwhile. In this case the
☁evidence☂ that must be managedis practical.
Conferences, brochures, and newsletters are best
used to improve relations with the customers,
once the solid base of achievement has been
established. They serve, in other words, to remind
the otherwise forgetful customerof the value of
the service. In the case of the Yorkshire Water
Authority, mentioned earlier in Chapter 3, a video
film was used to cementrelations. But it was the
success of the project itself that made the film
effective.

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE
MARKETING PLAN
The two major obstacles to the implementation of
a marketing plan have been mentioned earlier.
The less important is the need for systems staff
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to learn marketing skills. The more importantis
to change the basic attitudes of many systems
staff, away from their traditional anti-marketing
bias. Nobody doubts thedifficulty of this task in
many organisations. But the evidence of the case
histories suggests that progress can be made,given
aclear lead from the systemsdirector. In some of
the cases, in fact, we detected a suppressed
yearning amongsystemsstaff for better working
relations with their customers, and a willingness
to believe that better marketing might be the way
to achieve it. The best way to signal the change
of approach to systems staff is the same as
signalling it to the department☂s customers ♥ by
working differently. Projects speak louder than
newsletters. If the market planning is done
carefully, there may be obvious opportunities to
apply the new approach and (the evidence
suggests) a chance to achievestartling results in
contrast to the ☁bad old ways☂.
ACQUIRING MARKETING SKILLS
We hopethat reading this report will encourage
many systemsstaff to set about acquiring market-
ing skills. If nothing else, the report demonstrates
that marketing will be a key skill ♥ perhaps the
key skill ♥ of the systems directors of tomorrow.
Earlier, we described the way marketing ideas
have developed in recent years, with par-
ticular emphasis on how intangible services are
marketed. But we recognise that the subject is
vast and complex, and do not regard this report
as anything but the first step on a long journey.
There is clearly much more to learn about this
subject than can be containedin a single report,
and much more about marketing in the context
of the specific organisation than is likely to be
contained in any publication. Nearly all our
respondentssaid that neither the systemsdirector
nor his immediate staff had any direct experience
of, or qualifications in, marketing. This is not
entirely surprising, since the need to create a
marketing policy has been perceived only in
recent years. So onestep in the learning process
is to find out more about marketing itself. There
are some good books and essays on the subject,
including those by the main authors we have
quoted (Kotler and Levitt). Most countries have
a national marketinginstitute or association, many
of which run courses on marketing subjects. As
far as we know, there are few if any courses
directly concerned with marketing the systems
function. Perhaps there is an unfilled need here
that a computer supplier could meet.
More importantstill, marketing people are usually
very keen to talk about what they do. We have
encountered some organisations where, for example,
brand managers and systems staff have quickly
built a very fruitful working relationship.It is a
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Chapter 5 Planning and implementing a marketing approach

sensible step to build bridges between the mar-keting department and the systems function, ifthey do not already exist. Joint seminars andexchanges of information could prove extremelyuseful.
Nearly all our members confirmed that they lackimportant marketing skills. Project managementand account management were the most widelyquoted examples. Ourcasehistories suggest thatbusiness training is a most important element intraining peopletofill such jobs. One or two of theorganisations studied received valuable assistancefrom their own personnel departmentin findingand developing suchskills. Others may not havethought of asking for such help. A more imagi-native recruitmentpolicy may also play a part ingaining the requiredskills. The evidence from thecase histories suggests that the best people foraccount-management jobs do not always comefrom a systems background.
CHANGING BASIC ATTITUDES
The hallmark of a marketing organisation is thesovereignty it accords to the interests of itscustomers, which is never obscured or diminishedby internal needs. If our casesillustrate one pointoverwhelmingly, it is that such a cultural revo-lution is achieved not by exhortation but byexample. Thefirst requirementis that the upperechelons of the systems department, led by itsdirector, should practise what they preach. Overa widerangeofactivities ♥ budgeting, planning,recruitment, promotion,training, and so on ♥ thedominant aim must be the same; the inculcationof the marketing message with its elevation of thecustomers☂ needs to the level of an overridingprinciple. Without this example, the troops willnever follow.

The meansto achieve this changein basicattitudeare not novel or surprising. They are the samemeans that companies have used for the past 50years or more to engendera spirit of ☁mission☂among their: employees ♥ a strong sense ofcollective style (reflected in publications andotherpromotional material), a relentless quest forimprovement, and a truly participative and open-minded process of staff consultation. Someorganisations (particularly in the United States andJapan) carry this kind of regimentation to whatoutsiders regard as absurd lengths, with uniformsand company songs. Whilst we do not advocatethese extremes, most systems departments can goa long wayin the direction of unification beforethey run the risk of becomingpallid stereotypes.
GETTING FEEDBACK
One of our questionnaire respondents coined aninteresting phrase. He wanted his staff tounderstand ☁☁what the customerthinksis good☂☂.Once the implementation of the marketing planbegins,it is important to measure its success. Ifsurvey techniques have been used to gain a betterunderstanding of the market, they may needtobe re-used. The volume, nature, and significanceof customer reactions (good and bad) must beconstantly re-assessed. Some of the assumptionson which the plans are based will change withtime, as systems and their users mature, and asstaff capabilities develop. It is probably best tomake the review of the marketing plan part andparcel of the normal business-planning cycle,carried out at the sametime as the year☂s workis scheduled and the budget is approved. Themessages coming from the customers will be mucheasier to interpret against the background ofknown marketing aims and clearly articulatedplans.
 

REPORT CONCLUSION
In this report we have demonstrated that market-ing is increasingly important to systemsdirectorsand their staff, and is almost universally recog-nised as such. Manyof the tasks that have beenregardedascrucial in the past, such as accountmanagement and systemsstaff training, cannotreally be tackled effectively in isolation. Theyneed to be part of a wider policy, based upon anunderstanding of the needs of the customers andof the possible roles the systems departmentcouldoccupy. They need,in other words,to be part ofa marketing policy.
It must be emphasised thatif the systems depart-mentfails to adopt a marketingrole, or attemptsto do so in a clumsyandindecisive manner,it willlose status and credibility. But more importantly,the host organisation the departmentis intended

to support will be disadvantaged, perhapsseriously.Wefully endorse the view of those Foundationmembers that believe a lack a marketing policywill mean their customerswill fail to exploit thefull benefits of information technology.
Wehave examined and reported on the experienceof a wide rangeof systems departments in differentindustries. We have also described the main lines ofcurrent thinking on marketingissues, drawing uponauthorities such as Philip Kotler and TheodoreLevitt. From these two elements we have devisedthe framework within which a marketing plan forthe systems department can be constructed. Systemsdirectors should consider this framework (in detailwehope) anduseit as a basis for their own planning.
The right marketing policy will help the systemsdepartment to find the right balance between
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Chapter 5 Planning and implementing a marketing approach

leadership and response. It will also help to very considerable, not necessarily in money terms
establish the right relationship with the customers, but in effort and thought. Nevertheless, we
thereby ensuring that the department☂s point of believe it to be a worthwhile investment. It is
equilibrium on the axes shown in Figure 1.5 on probably the most worthwhile change many
page 8 is improved. The cost of devising and systems departments can makein their direction
implementing a marketing policy will probably be and working methods.
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Appendix
Recharging systems services

The analysis of the responses to our scopequestionnaire showed that the majority of Foun-dation membersare already charging their usersfor systemsservices. Figure A.1 shows that 12 percent of the members responding to the surveytreat their systems development department as aprofit centre, and that about a further 60 per centrecharge their users both for operational and fordevelopment services. Around 35 per cent ofrespondents still treat systems costs as centraloverheads, but several of the members weinter-viewedindicated that they intended to introducerecharges in the near future.
It appears therefore that most Foundation membersbelieve it is normal and sensible to recharge forsystemsservices. Many reasons are given in sup-port of this, but they can be summarised underthree headings:
 

Figure A.1 Most Foundation members rechargesystems services
Charging basis

 

Profit centre 12 12 al 10
Internal recharges =

Actual costs 43 48 | 284 eonPastcosts = 2 Ee aBudgeted costs sh 9 14 8Other Ss 2 So 2Total 59 61 56 as
Overhead 35 34 37
Other : ici 2 2 eo

f& 俉§ § &oS we Ay =a a xX ~as Se 3 >e 8 we 2a oS¥ S
Notes:
The percentages add up to more than 100 because severalrespondents said they operated as a profit centre but also pro-vided information abouttheir internal recharges.
About 5 per cent of organisations have different charge-outschemesfordifferentsituationsin all of the four areas above (forexample, charge outat actual or budget costs with other workas an overhead).
Consultancy is the exception ♥ it is more often treated as anoverhead. Otherwise there is a consistent pattern for the otherareas.   
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♥ It is good accounting practice to link all☜ overhead costs with the products andservicesthat they support. Recharging allows such alink andit also forces the systems departmentto account for the costs of its services.
♥ Recharging promotesthe cost-effective use ofsystems resources by making users accoun-table for their use of systems services. As aresult, users become more involved in themanagementof their applications; they canbe encouraged, or even discouraged, fromusing particular services; frivolous or un-justified applications will be avoided; andScarce systems resources are morelikely tobe allocated to the best-justified uses.
♥ Recharging promotes the cost-effectivemanagementof systems resources by focus-ing attention on the costs of systemsservices.It forces systems managers to minimise thecost of the services in order to remain com-petitive, and it helps to balance supply withdemand.It also enables top management tobalance the expenditure on systems withother forms of expenditure.
We found that some members regard rechargingas their principal marketing technique and theyattribute their success in improving the manage-ment of systems to the recharging policy beingused. However, wealso found a few organisationsthat had decided not to use recharging or hadabandonedit. For example, B&Q,the largest do-it-yourself retailer in the United Kingdom, hadchosen not to recharge for systems servicesbecause it believed that doing so would havedetracted from the central control of a rapidly ex-panding service. And Arco, the California-basedoil companyvisited on the 1988 Foundation StudyTour, had abandoned recharging as part of ageneral company move away from a bureaucraticmanagement style towards a more cost-effectivestyle.
We also heard of many complaints about therecharging policy having a bad effect on the rela-tionship between the systems departmentand itscustomers. Common criticisms were that therecharging method used may not be cost-effective,mayinhibit innovation, may lead customers to feel
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resentful about their recharges, and, at worst,
may even lead to wrong decisions being made.
Overall, we concluded that recharging is not
necessarily the natural and sensible thing to do.
Systems directors must therefore understand
when its use is appropriate, what recharging
techniques to use, and how to introduce them.

BASIC PRINCIPLES
One of the objectives of marketing is.to com-
municate the value of goods or services to the
customers who use them. This principle applies
very obviously to luxury goods,like champagne,
designer luggage, and perfume, which are pre-
mium-priced to reinforce their high-value image.
It also applies to the supply of commodity goods
like basic foods and building materials, which have
little price differentiation. Such goods need to be
promoted on the basis of their value for money
in orderto appear competitive. Interestingly, poli-
ticians who believe in the ☁market economy☂ also
consider that many services, like health care,
welfare benefits, andart galleries, should be paid
for by their consumers. They maintain that charg-
ing encouragesthe public to appreciate the value
of these services.
Recharging systemsservices, instead of providing
them free, helps to communicatetheir value to the
systems department☂s customers. It encourages
the customers to think about the services, to
becomeinvolved in their management, and not to
take them for granted.
Recharging can also be used as a means of con-
trolling the use of scarce and expensive resources.
Byallowing customers to consume whatever they
are prepared to pay for, recharging encourages
them to exercise self-control in selecting the
services they require, and in what quantities.
However, such a ☁free market☂ approach repre-
sents one end of a spectrum of resource-control
techniques. Direct control by top management
represents the other end of the spectrum. As an
organisation becomesbigger and more complex,
direct managementcontrol becomes more difficult
to exercise, so mature organisations have to find
the appropriate mix of direct control and self
control. The best way of doingthis is to recognise
that direct control should be used for setting and
reinforcing policies, and recharging should be used
to allow a degree of autonomyandself control.

Recharging is a special case of transfer pricing ♥
the prices charged when one part of an orga-
nisation sells a product to another part. An
understandingofthe principles of internal trading
andtransfer pricing may therefore be helpful in
understanding the basic principle of recharging.
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Appendix Recharging systems services

According to an article by Robert Eccles in the
November 1983 edition of the Harvard Business
Review, organisations with a family of many
operating units may be classified in four categories
♥ collective, cooperative, competitive, and
collaborative ♥ according to the level of inter-
dependence betweenthe units and the degree of
market diversity amongthe units (see Figure A.2).

Collective organisations have low interdepen-
dence between the family members and also low
diversity in the market. They are typical of groups
of similar businesses trading independently, such
as franchise operations and retail chains. They
have a flat organisation structure, and a minimal
corporate strategy that is developed top-down.
Because the units are similar to each other, there
is little internal trading and so transfer prices are
not normally required. Corporate-wide systems
services are provided if they are justified by
economies of scale, and there is generally no
recharge.

Cooperative organisations have high interdepen-
dence betweenthe family membersbut low diver-
sity in the market. They are typical of single-
product, vertically integrated organisations with
business units that cooperate to maximise cor-
porate performance. Examples includeoil, gas,
and telecommunicationsutilities, and car manu-
facturers. They have a functional organisation
structure, and the corporate strategy is developed
top-down.Internal trading is mandated by com-
pany policy, with transfer prices that represent
the full cost of the goodsor services being traded.
The use of corporate systems services is com-
pulsory, with recharges typically based on
recovery ofthe full cost of the services provided.

Competitive organisations have low inter-
dependence between family members and high
diversity in the market. They are typical of con-
glomerates with many independentbusiness units,
such as the Hanson Group, Bond Corporation, and
BP. They have a multidivisional structure, and
corporate strategy is developed bottom-up. Inter-
nal trading is permittedif it is in the interests of
the businesses concerned, and transfer prices are
based on market prices. Systems services are pro-
vided internally, but in competition with external
suppliers, with rechargesthat are based on com-
petitive market prices. This implies that the
systems department operates as a profit centre
like all the other business units.

Collaborative organisations have high inter-
dependence between family members and high
diversity in the market. They are typical of
synergistic business groups that share a common
resource or technology, such as Pilkington (the
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 Figure A.2 Corporate styles

  

Interdependence
of business unitsHigh

Cooperative
Vertically integrated, single-product
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Rechargefull costs

No recharges
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Different recharging policies are neededfor different corporate styles.

 

   
Competitive

Dissimilar independent businesses
Diversity ofRecharge at market prices business units
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(Source: Robert G Eccles, Harvard Business Review, November-December 1983)
High   

UKglass manufacturer) and Philips. They oftenhave a matrix structure, and corporate strategyis developediteratively, with top-down guidelinesfollowed by review of bottom-up bids. Internaltrading is encouraged, but is not mandated, andtransferprices are determined by mutual negotia-tion. Similarly, the use of in-house systems ser-vices is encouraged butis not compulsory, withrecharges being determined by agreement. Thecollaborative style is the hardest to maintain. Intheory,it should combinethe benefits of both thecooperative and the competitive styles. In prac-tice, it tends either to degenerate to a cooperativestyle or to evolve to a competitive style.
It is clear from Eccles☂s analysis that the extentof internaltrading, andthebasis for transfer pric-ing, should be determined by the organisation☂sbusinessstrategy, structure, and managementpro-cedures. The provision of in-house systems ser-vices, and the recharging policy, should bedetermined in the same way.

CHARACTERISTICS OF RECHARGINGSYSTEMS
In determining the recharging policy for systemsservices, it is necessary to take account of severalfactors. The costs of providing the service maybe very sensitive to certain levels of transactions,which meansthat it may provedifficult to arriveat a recharging formula that can be under-stood easily by the customersyetalso reflects thetrue cost of providing the service. It is alsonecessary to consider the effect that recharges for
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operational services will have on the behaviour ofcustomers. And recharges for development pro-jects will have to be handled in a different wayfrom those for operational services. The risks in-volved in providing systems services, particular-ly resulting from the unpredictable nature of thedemandforservices, also have to be reflected inthe rechargingpolicy. Finally, the policy shouldalso take accountof the customers☂ maturity in us-ing systemsservices.
COST SENSITIVITY
Because information systems tend to have highfixed and low variable costs (especially in the caseof software, communications networks, and shareddata), major increases or decreases in demand mayonly create marginal changes in the total costs. In-deed,this high degree of volume flexibility is one ofthe great attractions of computer-based systems.Thus,fine tuning the recharging system is generallypointless because even major changes in userbehaviour may havelittle impact on the total costin the short term.
However,in the longer term when the availablecapacity if fully utilised, a minor increase in demandmaytrigger a majorincreasein the fixed costs andwill cause a correspondingly large increase in theCost per transaction processed (see Figure A.3). Thisimplies that there are considerable pitfalls incharging a fixed rate per transaction (whichis theeasiest for customers to understand). At low trans-action volumes,the charge pertransactionis likelyto be lower than thecost per transaction. Also, oncethe transaction volumeexceedsthe level where more
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Figure A.3 Relationship between transaction costs
and volumesis notlinear

Transaction costs are made up of a shareof fixed costs and
asmall variable cost depending onthe transaction volume. Once
the volumereachesa certain level, additional capacity has to
be acquired, which increasesthe fixed costs to be shared by
each transaction cost.
Cost per
transaction

   

   

 

Additional capital
expenditure required
to cope with increased~ transaction volume

Transaction
volume  
 

capacity is required, the fixed charge is again
likely to be outofline with the total cost per trans-
action.

Thus, one of the problemsin designing recharg-
ing systemsis to achieve a balance between the
short-term and long-term cost changes that will
occur as the demand for systems services
increases.
OPERATIONAL COSTS
Total systems costs for large organisations typi-
cally fall in the range 0.5 to 5 per cent of sales
revenue. Thus, on average, recharges for opera-
tional computer services will represent only a
small proportion of a customer☂s total costs. How-
ever, some departments, generally those with a
heavy administrative load, may be substantial
users of systemsservices, and their recharges will
represent a significant proportion of their total
costs. The managers of these departments may
regard systems as a necessary evil, and may resent
the recharges since they havesolittle power to
affect them. As a consequence, they will do
everything possible to reduce their recharges, par-
ticularly if they are more awareof the costs than
of the corresponding benefits. In these cases, the
impact of the recharges on the systems depart-
ment☂s customers will be negative. By contrast,
other departments in the same organisation will
have relatively small recharges. Because the
recharges are a relatively small proportion of their
total costs they will have very little impact on the
customers☂ behaviour.
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DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS
Systems development projects in even medium-
sized organisations may require the investmentof
many millions of dollars. Justifying this invest-
ment, deciding whether to account for it as
revenue or capital expenditure, and finding a
suitable meansof recharging the cost to the spon-
sors and eventual users, are all complex and
poorly understood activities. (We intend to con-
sider this topic in more detail in a future Founda-
tion Report on Software Strategy.)
RISK MANAGEMENT
The demandfor systemsservicesis often very un-
predictable. It may increase, or even disappear,
without warning. Suppliers☂ product lines and
prices also change frequently. So a further aspect
of recharging policy is deciding whocarries the
risk associated with uncertain supply and demand.
Recharges oughtto reflect the high risk, and there
will inevitably be a variance betweenthe standard
costs used for planning and budgeting purposes
and the actualcosts at the end of the accounting
period.
SYSTEMS MATURITY
According to Richard Nolan (see Communications
of the ACM, March 1977), users with a more
mature chargeout system have more effective
control over systems resources. He proposed four
criteria for judging the maturity of recharging
systems:
♥ Understandability ♥ users can relate the

reason for, and thesize of, their recharges to
their business activities.

♥ Controllability ♥ users can control the supply
of the services for which they are recharged.

♥ Accountability ♥ users are held accountable by
their managers for controlling their systems
recharges.

♥ Coincidenceof cost and benefit ♥ the user who
enjoys the benefit also paysthe bill.

CRITERIA FOR A RECHARGING SYSTEM
In our view, a recharging system should satisfy the
following six criteria in order to meet the market-
ing requirements of the systems department and
the ease-of-use requirements of the user de-
partments:
1 The systemitself must be cost-effective, in that

its benefits should outweigh the administrative
cost of runningit.

2 Users should have control over the services
that they use, they should be involvedinjusti-
fying expenditure and in developing recharge
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budgets, they should understand the re-
charges, and they should be accountable for
controlling their recharges. (This implies that
they must havethe authority to control their
consumption of the services.)

3 Recharges should be designed to recover thefull costs of all systems services over the
medium term. This implies that senior
management must determine thepolicies forauthorising and accounting for capital ex-penditure. It also implies that, in the short
term, the systems department must be allowedto make a smallprofit or loss. In appropriatecircumstances, a small proportion of the total
cost may not be covered by user recharges,but can be treated as a corporate overhead.This could apply, for example, to systemsresearch and development expenditure. Butevenin this case, there is a customer(usuallythe board) who should authorise the
expenditure.

4 Rechargesfor operational services should beproportional to usage, should reflect theservice levels agreed with the users and therisks associated with fluctuating demand,should be based on measuresof output thatthe users can recognise, rather than oncomputing resources used (for example, ondollars per transaction rather than on chargesfor processing powerand storage used), andshould reflect economic reality, in the sensethat the interests of the systems department,the department☂s customers, and the hostorganisation should coincide.
5 Recharges for development services shouldrelate the costs with the risks. In the earlystages, while the application specification isstill variable, the recharge should be variable,based on time and materials used, with cus-tomers and developerssharingthe risk. In thelater stages, whenthespecification should befixed, the recharge should also befixed. Thisrequires the customerto agree on the speci-fication once andfor all, and the developerto carry the risk of the developmentproject.
6 The recharge system should be sufficientlyflexible to accommodate the needs of usersat different levels of maturity. So, for example,a user with little experience of managingapplications should be recharged on a simplebut fair basis, whereas a more experienceduser (and the organisation) could benefit from

a more complicated recharging formula.

SUGGESTED RECHARGING METHODS
The earlier discussion about transfer prices indi-
cated that the recharging policy should be
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determined by the organisation☂s business strategyand structure, with recharges being carefullybalanced against direct management controls.Thus,our suggestions for an appropriate recharg-ing methodfall into three categories according tothe relationship of the systems department withthe rest of the organisation. We describe the threecategories as a benevolent monopoly,a preferredsupplier, and a competing supplier.
BENEVOLENT MONOPOLY
In thefirst category, the systems departmentisregardedasan essential service, with applicationsdeveloped and usedin the corporate interest, andwith users having no freedom to acquireservicesother than from the in-house systems department.In effect, the department acts as a benevolentmonopoly. Systems costs should be treated as acorporate overhead and either not recharged atall, or aggregated with other corporate overheadsandallocated to the business units on somebasisthat may bearlittle relationship to their use ofsystemsservices.
Even though there may be no recharges, webelieve that systemscosts should be measured andmonitored, partly to ensure that they are underproper control and competitive with the outsideworld,and partly to provide essential informationforjustifying systems investments and for systemsplanning.It is also important to carry out post-implementation audits of development projects,and periodic operational audits, to ensure thatactual costs are in line with those upon whichplans were based and decisions made.
Webelieve thatlittle is lost and muchis gainedby not recharging. However, in the absence ofdirect recharges, some other marketing meansmust be found to communicateto users the valueof the systemsservices they receive.
PREFERRED SUPPLIER
In the second category, the systems departmentis treated as the preferred supplier, but with usershaving the freedom to acquire services externallyunder exceptional circumstances. Rechargingshould be usedin this type of organisation, theobjective being to provide users with a measureof value and competitiveness, and to recover thesystems department☂s costs in the medium term.Senior management must support the internaldepartment by making it clear to the businessunits that it really is the preferred supplier, andthat exceptions will be made only under very
special circumstances. Senior management mustalso put pressure on the systems department toensure that it is not exploiting its privilegedposition, and that its costs and service levels areat least as good as they needto be.
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There are three main recharging formulas that can
be used in this type of organisation:

1 Recharge actual development and operational
costs in arrears. This option has the advantage
that it meets the cost-recoverycriterion,it is
simple and cost-effective, and it avoids any
problems with variances. However, it does
not satisfy the requirements mentioned above
for providing a mechanism for controlling
systems expenditure or for sharing therisk.

2 Recharge a fixed amount, agreed at the start
of the accounting period, and based on
estimated usage, with any variances between
the fixed sum and the actual costs either
being absorbed by the systems departmentor
rechargedin arrears to the users. This option
has the advantage of simplicity and of
involving the users in estimating usage and
preparing the recharge budget.It is probably
the one best suited to recharging develop-
ment costs.

3 Agree on standard unit prices per output
item, for defined service levels. The recharges
are then based on the standard unit prices
multiplied by the transaction volumes. The
unit costs should reflect the risks associated
with providing the services, and users should
have control over transaction volumes. This
option comes closest to satisfying all the
criteria mentioned earlier and is probably the
best one for recharging operational costs.

However, a recharging scheme based on these
principles does not guarantee that the total costs
will be recovered. Discrepancies may be caused
by the cost of new equipment being higher than
anticipated, by low levels of productivity in
the systems department, or by the transaction
volumes being substantially different from the
volumes required for the average price to be
relevant. Whereverpossible, additional costs not
recovered by the scheme should be allocated to
the managers responsible for the variances.If a
particular customerrequires special resources that
cannot be shared with others then there should
be a long-term contract with that customer for the
provision and payment of those resources.

COMPETING SUPPLIER
In the third category, the systems department is
in competition with external suppliers, andits
customers are free to acquire their services from
any source. This situation would apply where
operating companies or business units compete
with each other in the market. For such organi-
sations, the systems department should be free to
adopt market prices and operate as a profit centre.
It may feel that it does not need to compete on
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Appendix Recharging systems services

price, since it should possess other advantages that
outside competitors cannot match, such as per-
manence,stability, and special knowledge of the
customers☂ requirements. It can set its prices to
achieve a variety of objectives, such as to gain
business at the expense of competitive suppliers,
to build up a new market either internally or
externally, to obtain business from a new cus-
tomer, to control demand or risk, or to exploit
customers☂ priorities. Provided that the value of
the service to the customer is greater than its
price, and theprice is greater than the cost, then
the departmentis in business.

IMPLEMENTING A RECHARGING SYSTEM
We mentionedearlier that recharging systems can
cause a variety of problems. The key to success-
fully implementing a recharging system is to
proceed slowly and carefully, monitoring the
success of the system and modifying it where
necessary to improve its effectiveness. Special
attention should be paid to the following three
areas:
♥ Match the company culture carefully, not

only when determining the recharging policy
butalso in planningits implementation. Plan
the implementation as carefully as for any
other application.

♥ Use professional accounting support to
determine recharging tariffs and standard
costs. There is little to be gained by using
amateur accountants who will most likely
have to ☁reinvent☂ standard accounting
practices.

♥ Design the recharge reporting procedures as
carefully as the recharging algorithms. Ensure
that the information that users receive is as
clear and as useful as possible.

RECOMMENDED APPROACH
To summarise the guidance set out above, our
recommendedapproachto rechargesis as follows.
1 Ensure that the business objectives for the
"systems department are clear and that the

department☂s marketing objectives are
aligned with these businessobjectives. Decide
what marketing techniques should be used
and, in particular, whether recharges would
serve a useful purpose and would reinforce,
rather than undermine, the marketing
objectives.

2 Review the provision of systemsservices from
the customers☂ point of view. Are they re-
quired to accept these services in the
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corporate interest, with the systems depart-
ment acting as a benevolent monopoly? Or are
they required to use systems services to
improve their performance and encouraged
to acquire these from the internal preferred
supplier? Or are they free to manage their
businessactivities in their own way,and able
to acquire systems services competitively
from the internal or external suppliersif they
wish to? These three options determine the
scope for recharging and the most appropriate
method ♥ costing without actual recharges, 4

recharging at cost, or recharging at marketprices.
Review the systems-management maturityof the customers☂ departments. Select anappropriate recharging formula. Set clearmanagement-control policies to balance therecharging method. These should coversuchaspects as financial objectives for recharges,treatment of variances, audit of recharge levels,freedom for users to acquire services ex-ternally, purchase controls, and account-ability.
Design the implementation approach.
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Butler Cox
Butler Cox is an independent management consul-
tancy and research organisation, specialising in the
application of information technology within com-
merce, government, and industry. The company
offers a wide range of services both to suppliers and
usersof this technology. The Butler Cox Foundation
is aservice operated by Butler Cox on behalf of sub-
scribing members.
Objectives of the Foundation
The Butler Cox Foundation sets out to study on behalf
of subscribing membersthe opportunities and possible
threats arising from developments in the field of
information systems.

The Foundation not only provides access to an
extensive and coherent programme of continuous
research, it also provides an opportunity for
widespread exchange of experience and views
between its members.

Membership of the Foundation
The majority of organisations participating in the
Butler Cox Foundationare large organisations seeking
to exploit to the full the most recent developmentsin
information systems technology. An important
minority of the membership is formed by suppliers
of the technology. The membershipis international,
with participants from Australia, Belgium, France,
Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Sweden, Switzer-
land, the United Kingdom,and elsewhere.
The Foundation research programme
The research programmeis plannedjointly by Butler
Cox and by the memberorganisations. Half of the
research topicsare selected by Butler Cox andhalf by
preferences expressed by the membership. Each year
ashortlist of topicsis circulated for consideration by
the members. Memberorganisations rank the topics
according to their own requirements and as a result
of this process, members☂ preferences are determined.

Before each researchprojectstarts there is a further
opportunity for membersto influence the direction of
the research. A detailed description of the project
defining its scope andtheissues to be addressedis sent
to all members for comment.
The report series
The Foundation publishessix reports each year. The
reports are intendedto be read primarily by senior and
middle managers who are concerned with the
planningof information systems. Theyare, however,
written ina style that makesthem suitable to be read
both by line managers and functional managers. The
reports concentrate on defining key management
issues and onofferingadvice and guidance on how and
when to address those issues.
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Selected reports
8 Project Management

20 The Interface Between People and Equipment
21 Corporate Communications Networks
22 Applications Packages
23 Communicating Terminals
24 Investment in Systems
25 System Development Methods
26 Trends in Voice Communication Systems
27 Developments in Videotex
28 User Experience with Data Networks
29 Implementing Office Systems
30 End-User Computing
31 A Director☂s Guide to Information Technology
32 Data Management
33 Managing Operational Computer Services
34 Strategic Systems Planning
35 Multifunction Equipment
36 Cost-effective Systems Development and Maintenance
37 Expert Systems
38 Selecting Local Network Facilities
39 Trendsin Information Technology
40 Presenting Information to Managers
41 Managing the HumanAspects of Change
42 Value Added NetworkServices
43 Managing the Microcomputerin Business
44 Office Systems: Applications and Organisational Impact
45 Building Quality Systems
46 Network Architectures for Interconnecting Systems
47 The Effective Use of System Building Tools
48 Measuring the Performanceof the Information Systems

Function
49 Developing and Implementing a Systems Strategy
50 Unlocking the Corporate Data Resource
51 Threats to Computer Systems
52 Organising the Systems Department
53 Using Information Technology to Improve Decision

Making
54 Integrated Networks
55 Planhing the Corporate Data Centre
56 The Impact of Information Technology on Corporate

Organisation Structure
57 Using System Development Methods
58 Senior Management IT Education
59 Electronic Data Interchange
60 Expert Systems in Business
61 Competitive-Edge Applications: Myths and Reality
62 Communications Infrastructure for Buildings
63 The Future of the Personal Workstation
64 Managing the Evolution of Corporate Databases
65 Network Management
Forthcoming reports
Computer-Aided Systems Engineering (Case)
Mobile Communications
Software Strategy
Electronic Document Management
Availability of reports
Membersof the Butler Cox Foundation receive three
copies of each report upon publication; additional
copiesand copies of earlier reports may be purchased
by members from Butler Cox.
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